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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

On August 17, 1959, the United States Atomic Energy Commission, through
the New York Operations Office, issued Contract No. AT (30-1)-2Wi1 to
Kaiser Engineers for the "Study of Remote Military Power Applications".
The study is essentially an evaluation of the economic considerations of
constructing nuclear power plants at Atomic Energy Commission designated.
military installations, where increased power generating capabilities of
5 to 40 mwe are contemplated by the Government for the period 1963 through
1970.

Upon initiation of the study, information was obtained from the Atomic
Energy Commission and the Department of Defense concerning those mili-
tary installations where the use of nuclear energy as a source of elec-
trical power could have significant economic and military advantages
over conventional power sources. After an evaluation of the economic
factors involved, certain sites were eliminated from further considera-
tion, and other sites were designated for further study.

The Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, was one of the sites
selected for further study. Power requirements for this location were
established at 3,000 kw (firm) in 1963 and. , 000 kw (firm) in 1964.

In the report will be found a description of a proposed 5 mwe nuclear
power plant, together with concept drawings, construction cost estimate,
design and construction schedule, and operating, maintenance and, fuel
costs. For purposes of comparison, a comparable conventional 5 mwe
diesel power plant was selected, and concepts and costs included..

This is Report No. 11 of a series of reports completed under Contract No.
AT (30-l)-2h41. The completed study comprises a Summary Report, a Se-
lection of Applicable Reactor Concepts Report, and a number of site
reports.
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SECTION II

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The Naval Air Facility, McMurdo Sound, Antarctica, has served as
the primary point of supply and administrative and communication
headquarters for all U. S. Naval activities in Antarctica. During
"Operation Deep Freeze", which began in 1956 and culminated in
extensive activity in the Geophysical Year 1957-1958, McMurdo
provided support facilities and personnel for the scientific
studies undertaken at McMurdo and at outlying bases; i.e., Little
America V, Byrd Station, Hallett Station, and the Pole Station.

The U. S. Navy, anticipating continued and increasing activity in
Antarctica, has previously considered installation of nuclear power
generating facilities at McMurdo to provide for increasing power
requirements and to minimize the logistic problems involved in
supplying fuel oil to this remote area.

Power requirements for this study have been established by the Navy
at 3,000 kw of firm power in 1963 and an increase to 4,000 kw of
firm power in 1964 (Section III A). Studies indicate that the most
suitable type of nuclear power plant to meet the 1963 power require-
ments would be a complex of three pressurized water reactor power
plants of the PM-1 type with a net generating capacity of 1,500 kw each.
An additional P1-1 type reactor power plant would be added in 1964 to
increase the firm power generating capacity to 4,000 kw (Section
III B).

For comparison purposes, a conventional power plant consisting of
six 800 kw diesel engine generators was selected. An additional
800 kw generating unit would be installed in 1964 to meet the firm
power requirement of 4,000 kw (Section III B).

The PM-1 reactor power plant is a "portable packaged" power plant,
in the sense that the systems are preassembled and packaged at the
point of manufacture to minimize construction effort at the site.
The maximum weight of any single component or package is limited to
15 tons. The power plant is planned for installation at McMurdo
Sound in two construction increments; December, 1961 to February,
1962, and December, 1962 to February, 1963. From a practical
standpoint, major construction work at McMurdo Sound is limited to
this period each year because of shipping problems, weather extremes,
and the Antarctic night (Sections III D, IV D).

General arrangement and outline drawings have been prepared for both
nuclear and conventional power plants to permit the preparation of
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reasonable and comparable estimates of construction cost. Sections
IV and V of this report present facility descriptions and estimates
of cost for the nuclear and conventional power plants. Table 1,
page 4, summarizes the project cost estimates and estimates of unit
power cost for the 3,000 kw power plants to be completed in 1963.
Table 2, page 5, summarizes these estimates for the 1,000 kw firm
power increment to be added in 1964.

The project schedule for the 3,000 kw nuclear power plant covers a
29-month period from commencement of the project to initial power
production in late March, 1963. The project schedule for the 3,000
kw conventional power plant covers a 27-month period from commence-
ment of the project to initial power production in late February, 1963.

A summary of the nuclear and conventional power plant data is shown
in Table 3, page 6.
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TABLE 1

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING COSTS

3,000 KW (FIRM) NUCLEAR POWER PLANT (1963)

Estimated Construction Costs

Total Construction Cost
Escalation

Total Including Escalation
Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency
Contingency

Total Project Cost

Nuclear
Power Plant

S 7,982,000
478,000

$ 8,1460,000
400,000

$ 8,860,000
1,240,000

$10, 100,000

Estimated Annual and Unit Power Costs

Fixed Charges (1)

Operating and
Maintenance Cost (2)

Nuclear Fuel Cost (3)
Fuel Oil Cost (5)

Total Cost

Nuclear Power Plant

Average Unit Cost
Annual in mills

Cost per kwhr 1

$ 505,000 19.2

382,000

609,000

$1,496,000

11.5

23.1

56.8

Conventional

Average
Annual

Cost

$ 205,000

2229000

2,244,000

$2,671,000

Conventional
Power Plant

$3,238,000
192,000

$3,1430, 000
180,000

$3,610, 000
490, 000

$14, 100,000

Power Plant

Unit Cost
in mills
per kwhr

7.8

8.

85.5

101.7

NOTE: (1) Based on 20-year plant life equivalent to 5% of the total
project cost. No interest on investment has been included..

(2) Excludes interest on cost of fuel oil in storage, interest on
spare parts, nuclear indemnity insurance, other insurance and.
taxes.

(3) Excludes nuclear fuel use charge.

(4) Unit power cost is based on 100% of firm power requirement
equivalent to 26,300,000 net kilowatt hours per year.

(5) Based on 1959 commercial rates plus an average escalation
over the life of the plant.
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TABLE 2

ESTIMATED CONSTRUCTION AND OPERATING COSTS

ADDITION OF 1,000 KW (FIRM) GENERATING CAPACITY (1964)

Estimated Construction Costs

Total Construction Cost
Escalation through 1964

Total Including Escalation
Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency
Contingency

Total Project Cost

Nuclear
Power Plant

$2, 694,000
236,000

$2, 930,000
100,000

$3, 030,000
$ 70,000

$3,500,000

Conventional
Power Plant

$500,000
40,000

$540,000
40,000

$580,000
70,000

$650,000

Estimated Annual and Unit Power Costs

Combined 4,000 kw (firm) Power Plant (1964)

Nuclear Power Plant
Average Unit Cost
Annual in Mills
Cost per kwhr(4 )

Conventional
Average
Annual

Cost

Power Plant
Unit Cost
in Mills
per kwhr 4

Fixed Charges (1)4

Operati)and Maintenance
Cost (f)

Nuclear Fuel Cost (3)

Fuel Oil Cost (5)

Total Cost

680,000

h90,000

810,000

$1, 980,000

19.4

14.0
23.1

$ 243,000

246,000

2,630,000

$3,119,000

NOTE: (1) Based on a 20-year plant life equivalent to 5% of
project cost. No interest on investment has been

the total
included.

(2) Excludes interest on cost of fuel oil in storage, interest
on spare parts, nuclear indemnity insurance, other insurance,
and taxes.

(3) Excludes nuclear fuel use charge.

(4) Unit power cost is based on 100% of firm power requirement
equivalent to 35,000,000 net kilowatt hours per year.

(5) Based on 1959 commercial rates plus an average escalation
over the life of the plant.
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY OF POWER PLANT DATA

Nuclear Plant Conventional Plant

1. Over-all Performance

Type of reactor/conventional
power source

No. of reactors

No. of turbine-generators/
diesel engine generators

Electrical Capability:

Gross

Net

Pressurized water Diesel engine
reactor, single loop driven generators

3

3

5,280 kw

4,635 kw
(3,090 kw firm)

6

4,800 kw

3,200 kw (firm)

Turbine Steam:

Flow 3L,600 lb/hr

Pressure 3u0 psia

Temperature )4170 F

Feed-water return temperature 3080 F

2. Reactor Characteristics (per reactor)

Fuel Assembly:

Fuel material U02

Initial enrichment 90+

Weight of fuel in core 23.0 kg, U-235

Fuel burnup at discharge 31.8%

Cladding material Stainless steel

No. of fuel elements 727
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No. of control rods

Control material

Reactor Vessel:

Outside diameter

Over-all height

Material

3- Containment

b. Turbine-Generator

Characteristics:

Number

Type

Gross capability
(6 in. Hg abs)

Generator coolant

Generator voltage

5o Condensers

Number

Type

6o Diesel Engine Generator

Characteristics:

Number

Type

Rating

Generator voltage

TABLE 3 (Cont d)

Nuclear Plant

6

Europium

ho in.

100 in.

Stainless steel

None

3

Single casing,
8,050/1,200 rpm
geared unit

1,750 kw

Air

4,160 v

6

Air cooled

Conventional Plant

2

Air cooled

6

Heavy Duty

800 kw

4,160 v
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SECTION III

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

A. Requirements for Additional Power

At the present time, electric power at McNurdo Sound is used prin-
cipally only for lighting and communication requirements. In 1958,
peak demand amounted to approximately 100 kw and increased to
approximately 200 kw in 1959. Power generating facilities pre-
sently at the Station consist of two 225 kw and three 100 kw diesel
generators. At present all Station heating and cooking requirements
are served by conventional oil fired space heaters and stoves.

Approximately 20% of the supplies required to support Operation
Deep Freeze and the International Geophysical Year in Antarctica
has been diesel fuel oil required for power generation, space heat-
ing and cooking. An expansion of the activities and facilities at
McMurdo Sound would be accompanied by a corresponding increase in
the requirement for fuel oil. Because of the extreme logistic
difficulties and high cost of delivery of fuel to the U. S. bases
in Antarctica, the use of nuclear power for electrical power gene-
ration at McMurdo Sound has been given considerable attention by
the Department of the Navy (Ref. 1 ).

The installation of nuclear power generating facilities at McMurdo
Sound would permit conversion of base heating and cooking facili-
ties to electric power, thus further reducing the requirement for
fuel oil. Based on this criteria, the power requirements for a
nuclear power plant at McMurdo Sound were established, by the De-
partment of the Navy (Ref. 2 ) as follows:

Firm power, 1963: 3,000 kw

Firm power, 1964: L ,ooo kw

Installed capacity: As required to furnish firm power

Because of the remoteness and inaccessability of McMurdo Sound,
it is necessary that the proposed power generating facility be
designed as a completely self-sustaining and isolated. facility.
In addition, reliability of power generation is of prime impor-
tance because of the Station's complete dependence on power for
lighting, heating and cooking.
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B. Proposed Generating Facilities

The selection of components for both the nuclear and conventional
power plants is based on the requirement for a reliable source of
power designed to provide the required load response and stability
necessary for the Station. Each of the plants is therefore designed
as a multiple unit installation with excess generating capacity and
automatic controls and instrumentation.

The construction season in Antarctica is extremely short, 60 - 90
days. Hence the designs for the power plants contemplate maximum
usage of preassembled components and prefabricated piping to allow
installation and testing during the construction period. The pack-
aged assemblies will be designed so that the weight of individual
loads to be moved over the ice will not exceed 15 tons, a criterion
established by the Navy for this study.

Selection of Nuclear Power Plant Size and Type

The requirement for installed firm generating capacities of 3,000
kw in 1963 and 4,000 kw in 1964 may be met by several different
concepts of size and type of nuclear power plant: 1) installation
of a single 4,000 kw nuclear power plant with 4,000 kw of stand-by
diesel generators (3,000 kw in 1963) 2) installation of two

4,000 kw nuclear power plants, or, 35 installation of multiple
units of nuclear power plants of smaller capacity but with com-
bined excess generating capacity to meet firm power requirements.

The concept utilizing diesel generators for stand-by power is
undesirable, inasmuch as the remoteness of the facility would
probably require storage and handling facilities for a twelve to
fifteen month fuel oil supply to assure a reliable stand-by power
source. Both concepts utilizing a single 4,000 kw nuclear power
plant are undesirable from a physical size standpoint, considering
the 15 ton limitation on the weight of equipment components that
can be handled at McMurdo. None of the existing nuclear power
plant designs in this size range (such as the SM-2) can meet this
15 ton limitation. Consequently it is necessary for a nuclear
power plant for McMurdo Sound to be composed of multiple units of
nuclear power plants with component sizes which do meet this
requirement.

There are three "portable" packaged nuclear power plants meeting
this requirement which can be considered for use at McMurdo Sound.
These are the PM-1, PM-2A and PL-2 plants. The first two use pres-
surized water reactors and the third uses a boiling water reactor.
Table 4, page 13, is a summary of the characteristics of the PM-1,
PM-2A and PL-2 plants, respectively. All three are packaged power
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plants in the sense that many of the systems are preassembled and
packaged at the point of manufacture with the aim of minimizing
construction effort at the site. Moreover, they have been designed
for air transportability, and consequently the maximum weight of
any single component or package has been limited to 15 tons.

The PM-2A plant is the most developed at the present time. The
first unit is scheduled to be shipped in May, 1960 for erection
at an Arctic location shortly thereafter. Since the net electri-
cal output of the PM-2A power plant is approximately 1,600 kw,
three of these units would be required to meet the McMurdo Sound
firm power requirement of 3,000 kw in 1963. In addition to steam
for power generation, approximately 1,000 lb/hr of steam for ex-
port can be generated. The manufacturer's estimated cost for
three PM-2A units f o b factory (Dunkirk, New York) is 7 to 8
million dollars, excluding the cost of buildings and foundations.
It is possible that some saving in cost could be accomplished by
removing the export steam generating facilities and by elimina-
ting the containment feature.

Although the PM-1 plant is not presently developed to the extent
of the PM-2A, its design and cost estimate are on a comparatively
firm basis since this plant is scheduled for installation at
Sundance Air Force Base in Wyoming during the summer of 1961. The
net electrical output of the PM-1 power plant as presently designed
is 1,000 kw (precision quality power). In addition approximately
7,000 lb/hr of steam for export is also produced. The designer
has estimated that by not producing export steam, using a slightly
larger turbine and increasing condenser heat transfer surface,
and allowing for environmental conditions at McMurdo Sound, the
capacity per unit could be increased to slightly over 1,500 kw
(net) without changing the reactor thermal output. Consequently,
three such modified PM-1 units would meet the McMurdo Sound firm
power requirement of 3,000 kw (1963). The estimated cost of three
PM-1 units f .o.b. the manufacturer's plant is approximately
$5,500,000, including the cost of modifications to increase the
capacity, modifications to change the power generated from preci-
sion quality to good commercial quality, and modifications to
eliminate the requirement for a minimum number of packages.

The PL-2 project is the least developed of the three concepts
since only a reference design has been completed at the present
time and there are no specific plans for construction of a unit
of this type. The design of this concept is based upon the
300 kw SL-1 now operating at the NRTS. The rated net output of
the PL-2 plant is 1,000 kw plus 2,000 lb/hr of steam fo'r export.
The reactor designer has estimated that the capacity could be
increased to approximately 1,500 kw net by not producing export

- 10 -



steam and increasing the size of the turbine-generator, condenser
and steam piping. The cost of three such modified PL-2 plants
f.o.b. factory is in the range of 5 to 6 million dollars.

The costs of shipping, housing and erecting the PM-l, PM-2A and
PL-2 plants should be nearly equivalent since all three units
have similar components and have been designed for maximum com-
pactness and a minimum of site construction.

There is no reason to anticipate any appreciable differences in
operating and maintenance costs between the three types of plants.
The nuclear fuel costs for the PM-1 and PL-2 plants should be
considerably less than the PM-2A as a result of the longer core
lifetimes. Unit fuel cost for the PL-2 may be somewhat less
(approximately 10 - 20%) than for the PM-1 plant, but this dif-
ference may not be significant considering the uncertainties in
the nuclear fuel cost computations for the two reactors. Some
of the uncertainties are the fuel reprocessing costs, initial
and final enrichments for the PL-2, and core fabrication costs.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that the over-all cost of
power for the PM-2A will be somewhat more than for the PM-1 and
PL-2. The cost of power for the latter two plants will be approx-
imately the same and either would be suitable for use at McMurdo
Sound. The determination of which of these two units would com-
prise the most economical power plant at McMurdo Sound would require
a detailed comparison of complete plant construction costs, includ-
ing foundations, buildings and shielding, designed specifically
for the McMurdo Sound application. The slight differences antici-
pated to be found in such a comparison between the PM-1 and PL-2
power plants would not be expected to affect the relative economics
of a comparison of nuclear and conventional power plants at
McMurdo Sound. Accordingly, the PM-1 power plant has been uti-
lized in this study because of its more developed status.

Therefore, the nuclear power plant components selected for the
McMurdo Sound site will consist of three PM-1 portable nuclear
power plants modified to achieve a net electrical output per
reactor of approximately 1,500 kw.

Vapor containment of the reactor will not be provided because of
the remote location of the nuclear power plant (Ref. 3 ).

The requirement for 4,000 kw firm in 1964 may be met either by
the addition of another 1,500 kw reactor/turbine-generator unit
to the three installed in 1963, or by increasing the capacity of
each of the units installed in 1963 to 2,000 kw. The output of
the PM-1 plant can be increased up to approximately 1,750 kw

- 11 -



without changing the reactor thermal output above the presently
designed value of ll.4 mwt. To achieve a total firm capacity of
4,000 kw (2,000 kw per unit) the reactor thermal output would
have to be increased above its present rating by about 15%. A
larger turbine-generator unit and additional condenser capacity
would also be required.

Since extrapolation of the PM-1 design to a 2,000 kw net output
has not been studied, the estimate of cost to furnish the addi-
tional generating capacity required in 1961 has been based on the
addition of a fourth 1,500 kw unit.
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TABLE I

SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS
(Plants as Presently Designed)

Plants as

Reactor

Nominal

Type of

Type of

Presently Designed

Thermal Rating

Capacity

Reactor

Core

Core Lifetime

Steam Pressure, Temperature

Condenser Heat Dissipation

Design Contractor

PORTABLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

11.4 mwt

1,000 kwe 4 2 mwt export steam

Pressurized Water

Tubular elements, U02 dispersed
in stainless steel, stainless
clad. Enrichment 90%.

18.7 uwy

275 psig, 4140 F

Steam to air

The Martin Company

Status of Project One unit to be built at Sundance
Air Force Base, Wyoming. Opera-
tion scheduled for summer 1961.

Modified Plant for McMurdo Eauioment

Changes Required 1. Remove export steam reboiler
2. Use different turbine-

generator to get increased
power of commercial quality

5. Increase condenser heat
transfer surface

Estimated Cost for 5 Units $5,500,000
(f.o.b. Factory -
Excluding Buildings)

Estimated Core Fabrication $255,000

PM-2A
PORTABLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

10.5 mwt

1,600 kwe + 0.5 mwt export steam

Pressurized Water

Plate type elements, U02
dispersed in stainless steel,
stainless clad. Enrichment 90%.

8 Mwy

465 psig, 465 F

Steam To Glycol-Water to air

Alco Products, Inc. (proprietary
design)

One unit to be built in Arctic.
Operation scheduled for summer
1960.

Remove export steam reboiler

$7,000,000 - $8,000,000

$200,000 - $220,000

PORTABLE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

9.1 mwt

1,000 kwe + 0.6 mwt export steam

Boiling Water

Rod-type elements, U02 pellets,
stainless steel clad.
Enrichment approximately 4.5%.

50 mwy

600 psig, 4890 F

Steam to air

Combustion Engineering, Inc.

"Reference Design" completed.
Further design to be completed
by October 1, 1960.

1. Remove export steam reboiler
2. Use larger turbine-

generator
5. Increase condenser heat

transfer surface

$5,000,000 - $6,000,ooo

$502,000I

w



Selection of Conventional Power Plant

The conventional power plant design is predicated on the same
general basis as the nuclear power plant so that the two power
plant concepts may be comparable. The conventional plant is
designed for operation in a remote area where reliability of the
power source is a prime consideration, and includes provisions
for excess capacity, load sharing, automatic control and instru-
mentation.

Unit capital costs and production costs for plants of the size
required for the McMurdo Sound facility are lower for multiple
diesel engine generator plants than for gas turbine and conven-
tional steam plants (Ref. 4 ).

Therefore, the conventionally fueled power station selected for
comparison with the nuclear power plant is of the multiple unit
diesel engine generator design.

The requirement of reliability (continuity) of power service in-
dicates the use of multiple and completely independent generating
units, with excess capacity provided in the form of spare units.
System simplicity, which is a measure of system reliability, is
a maximum when the smallest number of machines is used to meet
the requirements. Continuity of service is also improved if the
design provides for the planned use of a hot spare. The conven-
tional plant design, therefore, contemplates the installation of
two spare units over and above those required to meet normal load
requirements; that is, one hot and one cold spare.

Due to the extremely short construction season, the plant design
is based on the shipment of the diesel engines as completely
assembled units. The 15 ton weight limitation for loads to be
moved over the ice limits the size of these preassembled units
to approximately 800 kw. Based on these considerations, the
conventional power plant selected will be comprised of six iden-
tical diesel engine generator units, each rated at 800 kw.

During normal operation four generating units operating at full
load will provide a firm power capacity of 3,200 kw. Addition
of a seventh 800 kw diesel generating unit will provide the
additional installed capacity necessary for the 1964 firm power
requirement of !4,000 kw.
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C. Area Description and Site Selection

McMurdo Sound lies in the northwest corner of the Ross Ice Shelf,
2,300 miles due south of New Zealand and 850 miles from the South
Pole. The sound forms a channel between Victoria Land on the
continent and Ross Island, 15 miles distant, on which Naval Air
Facility (NAF) McMurdo is located. The naval facility serves as
the primary point of supply and administrative and communication
headquarters for all U. S. Naval activities in Antarctica. During
"Operation Deep Freeze", which began in 1956 and culminated in
extensive activity in the Geophysical Year 1957-1958, McMurdo pro-
vided support facilities and personnel for the scientific studies
undertaken at McMurdo and at outlying bases; i.e., Little America
V, Byrd Station, Hallett Station, and the Pole Station.

The McMurdo Station is situated on the shore of the sound at the
end of a 12-mile long peninsula (Hut Point Peninsula) on the south
side of Ross Island. The terrain slopes gently upward from the
shore to an elevation of 70 ft to 90 ft at the station, approxi-
mately one-quarter mile inland. The ground rises sharply to a
750 ft hill southwest of the Station, and more gradually to a
1,000 ft hill one mile to the northwest. Twenty-five miles north
of the McMurdo Station at the other end of Ross Island is Mt.
Erebus (13,000 ft), the only active volcano in Antarctica, and
Mt. Terror (10,000 ft).

Geological investigations of the area surrounding the McMurdo
Station have indicated that the ground is primarily volcanic ash
with infrequent deposits of granite pebbles and gneiss. No rock
outcroppings in the immediate Station vicinity have been reported.
Permafrost exists throughout the area to an unknown depth, but
thaws six to eighteen inches in the snow-free areas during the
summer. There is no vegetation and no (frozen) lakes or streams
of any consequence.

The climate at McMurdo Sound is severe; cold, dry and subject to
high winds. The mean annual temperature is approximately 10 F.

Average temperatures during the summer range from a high of 300 F
to a low of -5 (mean 1h0 F), and during the winter from 120 F to

-38 F (mean -12 F). A high temperature of 420 F has been
reported in December and a low of -600 F in September. Prevail-
ing winds are southeast to east at average velocities in the
order of 13 or l mph. Storms, usually from the southeast, bring
winds of hurricane velocities with gusts up to 100 mph. Annual
precipitation, which is entirely snow, is relatively light.
Although blowing snow makes accurate measurements difficult, total
annual snowfall appears to be approximately 16 in. Relative
humidity is extremely low, estimated at 5% to 10%, and humidifica-
tion of living quarters is necessary.
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The Antarctic winter, May through August, is marked by 24 hours
per day of darkness. The sun reappears toward the end of August,
and by the first part of October there are 24 hours of daylight,
which lasts through February. Because of the extent of the
Antarctic night and the severe winter weather, outside activities
are generally limited to the months of October through February.

Most of the year McMurdo Station is surrounded by the Ross Ice
Shelf. The Sound is free of ice only a few days of the year in
late February or early March, freezing to the bottom by the end
of September. The portion of the Ross Ice Shelf in the area west
of McMurdo begins to break up at its edge in late February, and to
slough off ice in large floes.

There are no dock or harbor facilities of any kind at McMurdo.
Ships are not received in the area until the latter part of
December. At that time they can make their way through the Ross
Sea to the edge of the ice shelf with icebreaker assistance, and
cargo may be unloaded directly on the ice, usually four to ten
miles from NAF McMurdo. Depth in McMurdo Sound 1,000 yards off-
shore of the Station varies from 26 to 70 fathoms. During the time
the sound is ice-free, ships are able to anchor at Hut Point to
discharge fuel and supplies. In past years the last ship of the
season has usually departed between the middle and end of March.

NAF McMurdo was developed as the central point of U. S. operations
in the Antarctic during "Operation Deep Freeze" in late 1955 and
early 1956. The Station facilities have been expanded in each
succeeding season. Population of the Station has varied seasonally,
reaching 350 in the summer construction period (December through
February) and dropping to approximately 90 for the wintering-over
period, March through October.

The Station occupies an area of roughly 25 acres, much of which
is given over to outside storage. Approximately 75 buildings have
been constructed, providing living quarters, warehouse facilities,
garages, powerhouses and communications and other facilities re-
quired to support the station operation. Each year a 6,000 to
7,000 ft runway is scraped from the ice covering the sound to
accommodate large military cargo aircraft which traditionally
bring in relief crews and construction personnel in October.
Cargo aircraft from McMurdo are used to supply the outlying bases
by air drops. The air strip is lost each year when the ice breaks
up0  Usually the last plane leaves McMurdo by the latter part of
February when the runway becomes soft and the ice unsafe.

Primary electric power for the Station is furnished by three 100 kw
diesel generators in the main powerhouse and two 225 kw diesel
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generators located in a new extension to the garage. Power is
generated at 120/208 v and distributed over eight primary circuits.
Several smaller diesel generators from 5 ik to 30 kw are used in
connection with electronic facilities at the flight tower and run-
way and at the transmitter building. Buildings are heated by
means of individual diesel-fueled space heaters. Fuel for the
diesel generators and space heaters is arctic grade diesel oil.

Bulk POL storage facilities consist primarily of three 250,000
gallon steel tanks, two 250,000 gallon YOG's, and a 100,000 gal-
lon steel tank for diesel and AVGAS storage, supplemented by 15
rubber tanks of 5,000, 10,000 and 15,000 gallon capacity for
diesel and MOGAS. In addition substantial. quantities of drummed
fuel are stored outside at the station. Deep Freeze 60 (1959-1960)
plans call for construction of three additional 250,000 gallon
steel tanks. The U. S. Navy Bureau of Yards and Docks has indi-
cated that 350,000 gallons of diesel storage can be made avail-
able in connection with the proposed comparative conventional
power plant (Ref. 5 ). The storage tanks are filled directly
from tankers through up to 10 miles of 4 in. line, half of which
is assault pipe and half of which is neoprene hose. Diesel oil
consumption in 1958-1959 averaged 1,100 gal/day in winter and
2,000 gal/day during the unloading and construction period.

Fresh water for the base is obtained from melted snow. Snow is
"mined" by bulldozer from the hills above the base and hauled
approximately one mile to the powerhouse where it is melted in
tanks heated by diesel engine exhaust. Annual water consumption
in 1958-1959 was 22 million gallons (30,000 cu yd snow). Water
is then distributed by truck to storage tanks in individual
buildings.

Sanitary wastes are collected in drums and hauled to the edge of
the ice shelf to be disposed of in the sea when the ice breaks up.

There are no surfaced roads at McMurdo; roadways are scraped and
leveled from the permafrost, which then provides an adequate sur-
face for vehicles. A drainage problem is created during the sum-
mer months by the melting :now and ice, and substantial earth
work has been required each year to provide adequate drainage of
standing water.

The nuclear power plant site chosen is an open area approximately
650 ft east of the existing powerhouse at an estimated elevation
of 150 ft. This location corresponds with a location tentatively
suggested by the Department of the Navy (Ref. 6 ). This site
would provide a location for the nuclear power plant, which,
without reactor containment, should be located a reasonable
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distance from the central Station living area. The site is sufficiently
close to the Station to facilitate support of the power plant by other
Station activities. Transmission line length is acceptable. Although
a contour map of the proposed site was not available, aerial photo-
graphs indicate that the site has a grade in the order of seven per
cent.

For the conventional plant, a site as close as possible to the cen-
ter of the McMurdo Station was considered desirable. Such a site is
available in what appears to be an outside storage area, approx-
imately 100 ft south of the garage at the northeast corner of the
general Station area. This location is nearly in the center of
the Station and will facilitate power distribution and support from
other Station activities. The additional fuel storage tanks required
for the conventional plant will be located immediately behind and
to the east of the three tanks north of the Station which were
built during Deep Freeze IV. Existing facilities will be utilized
for domestic water and sewage disposal. Since the site is level,
only a minimum amount of grading will be required for drainage
purposes.
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D. Construction Considerations

Construction at McMurdo Sound is limited by weather, the long
period of darkness and problems of logistics. The period of
total darkness and severe winter weather and temperatures limits
outside work to the months between the first of October and the
end of February. Occasional blizzards and high winds prevent
outside work some of this time. Access to the area by ship is
limited to the period between late December and early March.
Aircraft can use the ice runway at McMurdo for approximately
five months beginning in October. All construction materials,
supplies and personnel must be imported. The construction per-
sonnel are removed at the end of the season by ship or plane to
return the following season, if necessary. The existence of
permafrost throughout the area makes earthwork difficult and
necessitates elevating heated buildings to prevent thawing of
the permafrost foundation. Outside work is assisted, however,
by the continuous daylight during the construction season.

Since the bulk of construction materials and equipment will be
transported to McMurdo by ship, the main construction effort
cannot begin until late December, thus in effect limiting the
construction season to 60 days. Because of this fact it is
anticipated that two seasons will be required for the construc-
tion of either a nuclear or conventional power plant.

Construction Labor

Past construction at McMurdo has been accomplished by U. S. Navy
Construction Battalion personnel. The Navy has indicated that
construction of power plants considered by this study would also
be performed by Construction Battalion personnel under the super-
vision of a selected contractor (Ref. 7 ).

During past summer construction seasons the work week has usually
been 12 hours per day, 6 or 7 days per week. For purposes of this
study a 6-day work week has been adopted with two 10-hour shifts
to be worked each day. Construction labor costs have been based
on an average annual salary of $7,500 for military construction
personnel including all allowances for premium pay, subsistence
and other payroll additives (Ref. 7 ). The estimate of cost is
based on an assumed labor efficiency of 50% in anticipation of
the extreme weather and construction conditions under which the
work will be performed.

Approximately 40 supervisory and Construction Battalion personnel
(70 for the conventional plant) would be flown in the first season
to complete site preparation, foundations and the turbine-generator
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building for the nuclear plant. The construction crew would leave
at the end of February. The following season construction person-
nel would return in December to receive, unload and erect the per-
manent equipment and complete construction of the power plant. The
second season work in connection with the nuclear plant will require
approximately 200 personnel (150 for the conventional plant).

Construction Materials

All construction materials must be imported. Because of the short
construction season at McMurdo Sound, prefabricated units and
materials will be used wherever possible. The cost of construc-
tion materials has been based on U. S. prices, f a s Davisville,
Rhode Island, the supply port for U. S. Naval operations in the
Antarctic.

Construction Equipment

Construction equipment maintained by the Navy at McMurdo includes
bulldozers, tractors, trucks, traxcavators and a crawler crane in
addition to a number of vehicles designed for transportation of
personnel and supplies over snow. Sleds of 10 and 30 ton capacity
are available for unloading materials and equipment from supply ships.
Equipment now at the site generally will be adequate for use in
constructing the new power plant, and it has been assumed for pur-
poses of this study that the equipment can be made available for
such purpose. Specialty equipment such as welding machines may
be obtained in the U. S. and shipped or flown to McMurdo. The
estimate does not include cost for transporting major construction
equipment to McMurdo Sound.

Permanent Equipment

All permanent power plant equipment will be purchased in the U. S.
The equipment will be designed so that as much of it as possible
may be preassembled in the U. S. into major "packages" in order
to simplify and reduce the time required for field installation.

Shipping and Warehousing

Because of the remoteness of the site and the short period of
accessibility by ship (December-February), careful planning will
be required to assemble at Davisville all of the materials and
equipment required each season for shipment by water. Personnel
and light equipment may be flown to McMurdo as early as October.

Bulk materials are generally off-loaded onto the ice shelf from
four to ten miles from the Station. For planning purposes an
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average distance of 8 miles has been assumed (Ref. 8). Materials
and equipment are then placed on tractor-drawn 10 or 30 ton sleds and
hauled to the site. Although loads exceeding 30 tons have been handled
in this manner, depending on the thickness and strength of the ice, no
single package contemplated by this study will exceed 15 tons in order
to facilitate handling. Although a number of warehouses have been built
at McMurdo, most of this space is in use. However, the very dry climate
makes outside storage practicable for most material and equipment, and
it is assumed that those items requiring covered storage can be accom-
modated in existing warehouses.

Contractor Facilities

The estimate of cost is based on the usage of existing facilities
at McMurdo Sound for the billeting and messing of military con-
struction personnel, and the availability of similar accommodations
for up to twelve contractor's supervisory personnel and manufac-
turers' representatives at a cost of $2.25 per day each (Ref. 7).
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SECTION IV

A. General Description

The proposed nuclear power plant will be located approximately
1,000 ft east of the McMurdo Soun-d Naval Air Facility. The
power plant will consist of three PM-1 reactor power plants,
modified to provide a gross electrical capability of 1,760 kw
each. These modifications include deletion of the facilities
and capacity for production of steam for export, an increase
in the capacity of secondary system components (turbine-generator,
condensers, and feed-water and condensate pumps), provision of
a standard turbine-generator rather than one designed for preci-
sion quality power, and use of more conventional packaging for
certain auxiliary equipment. Additional modifications are the
elimination of certain duplicate auxiliary equipment where one
unit can service all three reactors and the use of a single
reactor building and turbine building for the three nuclear power
plants. A comprehensive description of the PM-1 plant design may
be found in Refs. 9, 10 and 11. The design of the nuclear power
plant for McMurdo Sound is based on information contained in these
references and subsequent design changes up to January 1, 1960,
by the PM-1 reactor contractor, The Martin Company, modified to
adapt the PM-1 power plant to the McMurdo Sound requirements.
The estimate of cost is based on cost data furnished by The Martin
Company (Refs. 12, 13 and 14), except for buildings and structures
which have been independently estimated. Since the PM-1 reactor
plant will be preassembled by packages prior to shipping, with the
packaging following a system pattern for the most part, the cost
estimate code of accounts is presented in terms of packages as
installed at the site.

The three PM-1 reactor plants will be shipped to the site in
approximately 28 packages comprising systems or subsystems with-
in the packages, and miscellaneous and nonsystem equipment, as
follows:

Primary System

3 - Reactor packages
3 - Reactor control packages
3 - Steam generator packages
1 - Radioactive waste disposal package

Secondary System

3 - Turbine-Generator packages
6 - Condenser packages
3 - Heat transfer apparatus packages

Miscellaneous

1 - Decontamination package
2 - Fuel shipping and storage casks
3 - Switchgear packages
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Other miscellaneous nonsystem equipment, building panels and
construction materials will be packed and crated for shipment
to facilitate handling and erection at the site.

Each reactor and steam generator package will consist of a steel
tank with its related equipment preassembled and mounted therein.
Package flooring will serve as skid bases for the switchgear,
heat transfer apparatus, turbine-generators and control equipment
which will be located inside of a secondary building and for the con-
densers which will be located outside the building. The decontamina-
tion package will be used for normal access between the secondary
building and the primary system. The secondary building will also
house an auxiliary diesel generator set for start-up power.

Each reactor will be highly enriched, pressurized water moderated
and cooled and capable of producing a nominal 11.4 megawatts of
thermal power. The fuel elements will be cermet tubes of stain-
less steel and UO2, clad with stainless steel. Shutdown and shim
control is provided by Eu2O3 (europium trioxide) 'Tye" shaped
control rods. Control during normal operation is automatic due
to the negative temperature coefficient of the reactor. The shell
and tube type steam generators will each produce 35,000 lb/hr of
dry saturated steam at a pressure of 300 psia during full power
operation. Primary water at approximately 1,300 psia will be
circulated through the reactors and steam generators by canned
rotor pumps. The primary system pressure of each reactor will
be controlled by an electrically heated pressurizer with water
spray heads provided for pressure reduction. Purification will
be provided by ion exchange demineralizers in a bypass loop. A
waste sump tank large enough for the full volume of the primary
and secondary systems will be provided. The sump tank will drain
to an evaporator facility where radioactive wastes will be concen-
trated for subsequent storage.

Each of the three turbine-generators will produce approximately
1,760 kw at the steam generator output of 35,000 lb/hr and at an
exhaust pressure of 6 in. Hg abs. The generators will be rated
at 2,188 kva, 4,160 v, 0.8 power factor. The auxiliary power
requirements will be 215 kw per unit at full power, giving a
maximum net power available of h,635 kw.

Two direct air to steam condensers will be provided for each tur-
bine. The condensate will be deaerated at about 8 psia before it
is pumped to the Steam generators through the feed-water heaters.
Steam generator blowdown and condensate make-up will pass through
an evaporator, where it will flash to steam to pass to the deaerator.

Primary shielding will consist of a water filled tank containing
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the reactor vessel; a lead thermal shield in the shield water; and
a steel thermal shield outside of the tank. Secondary shielding
will consist of compacted earth fill in standard prefabricated
steel cribbing around the reactor and steam generator tanks.

The turbine-generator building housing the secondary system will
be a steel frame structure covered with heavily insulated prefab-
ricated wall and roof panels. The building will be 96 ft by 56 ft
by 15 ft high at the ridge of the sloping roof.

The three reactor package units (the primary system) will be loca-
ted 1 ft to the east of the turbine-generator building. Because
of the permafrost subgrade, the units will be mounted above grade.

Six air cooled condenser units will be located 27 ft to the west
of the turbine-generator building. Space between the condensers
and the building allow for a roadway for the removal of major
equipment from the turbine-generator building.

The waste disposal facilities will be located at the southwest
corner of the plant area. The waste storage tank and the waste
evaporator and condenser will be installed in a standard steel
multi-plate arch section shielded by earth fill. A 1,600 gal
concentrated waste storage tank will be located to the west and
covered with earth fill for shielding.

Timber piles, frozen into the permafrost, will be used for support-
ing major equipment and structures. The piles will be embedded to
sufficient depth to ensure permanent support by frozen material.
Space will be provided under all structures to allow for the pas-
sage of cold air.

Potable water and make-up water for the plant will be supplied
from the station snow melting facilities.

Fire protection equipment will consist of portable chemical extin-
guishers Located throughout the plant.

The existing grade at the site has been estimated at seven per
cent. Site work will include the grading of level benches to
accommodate the plant facilities and working areas, grading for
roads and drainage, and surface blading required to obtain earth
fill for shielding requirements.
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B. Basis for Project Cost Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

Land and property acquisition is not included in the estimate.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas

Approximately 1,000 sq yd of rough grading will be performed
to obtain required grades and slopes for access roads, work
areas and parking areas and to provide adequate drainage.

2.2 General Yard Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

Approximately 3,000 cu yd of common strip excavation
and 2,900 cu yd of compacted fill will be required.
Approximately 1,900 cu yd of this fill will be used
as earth shielding around the reactors. The cost of
compacted fill earth shielding is included in Section
2.4.3. Borrow fill material will be obtained from
the surrounding area. Fill material may be obtained
by stripping the thawed earth from the surface of
the area. By this method, approximately a 3 in,
depth of earth may be removed each day during the
construction season.

2.2.2 Water Supply

Power plant and domestic water requirements of approx-
imately 600 gallons per day will be supplied from
existing station snow melting facilities and deliv-
ered by truck to the power plant where it will be
stored in a 3,000 gal storage tank inside the build-
ing.

2.2.3 Sanitary Sewage Disposal

Sanitary waste will be collected in containers and
disposed of by methods conforming with existing
station procedures.
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2.2.1 Outdoor Lighting

Outdoor lighting will be provided around the reactor,
condenser, waste disposal, and turbine building areas,
and at building entrances.

2.2.5 Area Fencing

The waste disposal and storage areas will be enclosed by

300 lf of h-strand wire fencing.

2.3 Turbine Building

2.3.1 Substructure

Since there is no aggregate available in the area,
and because of the subfreezing temperatures prevalent
during the construction season, concrete or gravel
was not considered as a practical foundation construc-
tion material for the power plant structures. Build-
ings and equipment must then be supported directly
on timber or steel sills, or skids on grade, or on piles
extending into the permafrost.

For the purpose of this study it has been assumed
that the existing soil, if allowed- to thaw due to
the addition of a large heat source such as the
power plant, would not provide adequate support for
the loads involved. The proposed foundation will
consist of timber piles extending into and supported
by the permafrost. The piles will be installed in
holes drilled into the permafrost with a truck mounted
auger, with steam jetting as required. The piles
will then be permanently frozen in place by backfilling
the annular space around the pile with a soil-water
slurry. It has been assumed that adequate bearing
capacity will be achieved with pile depths of five
to eight feet in undisturbed permafrost. A clear
space of 18 in. will be maintained under the building
for through ventilation to preserve the subgrade in
its frozen state.

Timber piles and beams will support the air cooled
condensers at the required elevation above the turbine
building floor.

2.3.2 Superstructure

The building will house the turbine-generators
and auxiliaries, switchgear, control room
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and shop facilities. Framing will be prefabri-
cated rigid steel members utilizing high strength
bolts for field assembly. The building will be
56 ft by 96 ft and 15 ft high at the ridge of the
sloping roof.

The exterior walls and roof will be heavily insulated
prefabricated metal panels. The panels will consist
of an inner metal sheet, 3 in. of fiberglas insulation
and a rigid fluted exterior sheet. The inner sheet
will act as a vapor barrier and will be provided with
an interlocking joint, caulked prior to erecting the
panels. The panel will have a heat transmission
factor of 0.08 Btu/hr/sq ft/OF, designed to eliminate
all through-metal conductance.

Floors will be wood tongue and groove decking on
steel floor beams. All lumber used for decking will
receive a fire retardant treatment prior to shipment
to the site. Floors will be covered with a suitable
abrasive and fire resistant, nonslip floor covering.

Insulation will be provided under the building floor
to prevent excess heat losses and thawing of the
subgrade.

Two personnel entries will be provided with double
doors. A truck door will be provided adjacent to
each turbine-generator for equipment removal. A
truck door will be provided in the shop area.

Equipment bases and steel skids furnished with the
turbine-generator, switchgear, piping and control
area package units will be incorporated into the
floor framing.

2.3.3 Heating and Ventilation

Building heating will be provided by a boiler utiliz-
ing plant steam and steam unit heaters. Air condi-
tioning will be provided in the reactor control room
and instrument shop.

2.3.L Plumbing

A toilet facility and locker room will be provided.
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2.3.5 Building EletrigaL

Building Lighting, service outlets and grounding not

supplied with the equipment packages will be provided.

2.3.6 Painting

All unprotected ferrous metal surfaces will be painted.

2.L Reactor Building

2.4.1 Substructure

Timber piles extending into the permafrost will sup-
port the reactor building and the reactor and steam
generator tanks.

2.4.2 Superstructure

A maintenance shelter of steel frame and insulated metal
panel construction will be provided over the three reac-
tor and steam generator units. The building floor will
support the gantry hoist servicing the reactors.

2.4.3 Secondary Shielding

Required shielding will consist of 8} ft of earth fill
contained within prefabricated steel bin walls, surround-
ing the units and extending 5 ft above the reactor ves-
sels and 25 ft above grade. An air space surrounding
the reactor and steam generator tanks and ducting through
the secondary shielding will allow natural ventilation for
the removal of heat and thereby prevent extensive thawing
of the permafrost.

3.0 Reactor Plant

3.1 Reactor Package (three required)

The reactor package equipment will be contained in stainless
steel cylindrical double wall tanks 8 ft 8 in. diam by 27 ft
3 in. high. Included in each tank or as an integral part of
the tank will be the reactor vessel and core support struc-
ture, thermal shields, six control rod drives, two shield
water pumps, the low pressure demineralizer and condenser,
controls and instrumentation, and four shield water coolers.

The reactor pressure vessel will be fabricated of Type 3h7
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stainless steel and will be designed in accordance with the
ASME Boiler and Unfired Pressure Vessel Code. The reactor
vessel will be approximately 40 in. OD and approximately
100 in. in over-all height. Within the vessel will be a
reactor core support structure and 3 stainless steel ther-
mal shields.

Six control rod drives will be provided entering through
the reactor pressure vessel head. The drives will be of
the magnetic jack type which eliminate the requirement for
a dynamic seal between the primary water and the outside.

A demineralizer will be provided within the reactor package
for maintaining the shield water at a high purity level.
The steel tank which contains the reactor package is nor-
mally flooded with water for shielding.

3.2 Steam Generator Package (three required)

The steam generator package equipment will be enclosed in
stainless steel cylindrical tanks 8 ft 8 in. diam by 27 ft
3 in. high. Included in each tank or as an integral part
of the systems within are the steam generator, the primary
coolant pump, pressurizer and expansion tank, high pressure
demineralizer and cooler, economizer, two charging pumps,
sump pump, auxiliary cooling pump, chemical feed pump,
silver nitrate reactor and heater mixing tank, bottled gas,
and controls and instrumentation.

The steam generators will be vertical U-tube and shell heat
exchangers with an integral drum. Primary coolant water is
within the tubes. The design steam generation rate will be
approximately 35,000 lb/hr of 300 psia saturated steam
based on a primary coolant flow of 2,100 gpm and an approx-
imate 4800 F primary water inlet temperature.

The main coolant pump will be a canned rotor pump designed
for a flow of approximately 2,100 gpm at 90 ft TDH and a
suction pressure of approximately 1,300 psia.

The pressurizer will be a stainless steel vessel with a total
volume of 15 cu ft. The lower portion will be filled with
approximately 5 cu ft of water. Electrical heaters will be
installed to maintain a temperature within the pressurizer
of 5770 F which will establish the normal system pressure of
1,300 psia.
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The main primary coolant loop will be of 6 in., Schedule 80,
Type 316 stainless steel pipe.

3.3 Radioactive Waste Disposal Package (one required)

The radioactive waste disposal facilities will consist of a
gravity flow waste line from the decontamination building, a
1,600 gallon stainless steel holding tank, a waste evaporator
capable of concentrating 40 to 50 gallons of waste per hour,
a condenser, a transfer pump and a 1,600 gallon concentrated
waste storage tank. The holding tank, evaporator, condenser
and pump will be housed in a 10 ft diam multiplate pipe
section covered by earth fill for shielding. A sandbag wall
will be used to shield the entrance.

3.4 Control Package (three required)

Each control package will contain all of the panel mounted
instruments and controls for one reactor. The three control
packages will be mounted in a common control room to service
the complete plant. Included in this account are the panels
and consoles only. The cost of the sensing elements, locally
mounted transducers, control valves, etc., are included with
the appropriate system package.

Instrumentation and controls systems which will be provided
include:

a. Plant instrumentation and control -
This system includes process instrumentation
for the primary and secondary systems, a fluid
sampling system, communication system and the
control console and annunciator.

b. Nuclear instrumentation system

c. Reactor rod control system
(excluding the rod drives which are included
in item 3.1)

d. Reactor safety system

e. Radiation monitoring system

3.5 Decontamination Package (one required)

The decontamination package is a separate building which
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will be located between the turbine building and the
reactor building. The function of the decontamination
package is to provide:

a. An area to decontaminate parts, equipment
and tools.

b. An area to decontaminate personnel and their
protective clothing.

c. An area to house the water analysis equipment
and Health Physics instrumentation.

d. An enclosed transportation route for personnel
and equipment between the primary and secondary
system areas.

Included within the decontamination package will be stain-
less steel sinks for decontamination of equipment, a
combination automatic washer-dryer for decontamination and
laundering of protective clothing, and a stainless steel
walk-through shower which can be used to decontaminate per-
sonnel if required.

3.6 Heat Transfer Apparatus Package (three required)

The heat transfer apparatus packages will include the con-
densate systems, condensate make-up systems, feed-water
systems, water treatment systems and required controls and
instrumentation. Each condensate system will include two
condensate pumps (one electrically driven and one steam
driven) and a condensate storage tank. The condensate make-
up systems will consist of evaporator-reboilers with feed
pumps. Each feed-water system will consist of an air
ejector, deaerator, feed-water heater and two boiler feed
pumps (one electrically driven and one steam driven). The
water treatment system will consist of tanks and pumps for
addition of chemical solutions to the feed water.

3.7 Fuel Shipping and Storage Cask (two required)

The fuel shipping and storage casks will be used to store
a spent core within the reactor building package for a
period of several months to permit decay of short lived
radioisotopes. They will subsequently be used to ship the
spent fuel back to the United States for chemical repro-
cessing. The casks are designed to hold the entire core
and will use 7 to 9 in. of lead shielding. A cooling
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system will be provided to dissipate decay heat to air
during shipment. The gross weight of the cask when unloaded
will be approximately 30,000 lb.

4.0 Turbine-Generator Plant

4.1 Turbine-Generator Package (three required)

Each turbine-generator package will contain a horizontal,
single extraction, 8,050 rpm turbine with generator gear
drive; air cooled lube oil cooler; and a 1,200 rpm, salient
pole, air cooled generator designed to produce 4,160 v.
Also included are the necessary controls and instrumentation.

4.2 Condenser Package (six required)

Each condenser package will consist of horizontal finned
aluminum (about 50,000 sq ft) direct steam to air heat
exchangers and hotwells designed for condensing steam at
6 in. Hg absolute. Controls and instrumentation are also
included.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Switchgear Package (three required)

Each switchgear package will include the switchgear required
for unitized operation of the three plants, motor control
centers, stepdown transformers, breakers, batteries, MG sets
and controls and instrumentation.

5.2 Main Switchgear

The main breakers of the switchgear packages will be cable
connected for parallel operation to a common bus. This bus
will be connected through air circuit breakers to two out-
going feeders. The equipment will include 5 kv, 75 mva
interrupting capacity, metal clad switchgear, equipped with
metering and relaying and interconnecting cables and control
wiring.

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

Included will be all maintenance equipment (including fresh fuel
storage), a 200 kw start-up diesel generator, the fire protec-
tion equipment, permanent office equipment, a laboratory bench
and equipment.
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Fire Extinguishing Equipment

Fire extinguishing equipment will consist of portable chemical
extinguishers strategically located throughout the plant.

Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm system will consist of appropriately located

signal stations actuating electrically operated sound equipment.

7.0 Transmission Plant

A two-feeder transmission line will be constructed from the
plant to existing power distribution centers at the Station.

8.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided.

9.0 Indirect Cost

9.1 General Field Expense

General field expense includes the cost of Navy Construc-
tion Battalion craft supervision and service personnel,
warehousing, warehouse equipment, small tools, consumable
supplies, and maintenance of facilities and utilities.
The cost of Navy Construction Battalion personnel is based
on an average annual rate of $7,500 per man (Ref. 7 ).

9.2 Export Packing and Ocean Freight

9.2.1 Export Packing

Export packing for the nuclear power plant packages
is based on estimates by the nuclear reactor manu-
facturer. Export packing for other equipment and
for construction materials is based on packing and
crating sufficient for severe shipping conditions
in Antarctic waters and over-the-ice transportation.

9.2.2 Ocean Freight

Ocean freight includes domestic freight forwarding
charges, port handling and wharfage charges and ocean
freight. The cost of ocean freight is based on an
estimated weight of power plant materials, equipment
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and construction equipment of 1,900 short tons, and
an estimated unit shipping cost of $100/mt (see
Appendix A). A stowage factor of 1.5 has been
utilized in determining the requirement for cargo
space.

Marine insurance is not included, based on shipment
in U. S. Government owned vessels.

9.2.3 Icebreaker Cost

Icebreaker cost is based on an estimated weight of
1,900 short tons of power plant materials and equip-
ment and construction equipment, and an estimated
unit icebreaker cost of 676/mt (Appendix B). A
stowage factor of 1.5 has been utilized in deter-
mining the requirement for cargo space.

9.3 Start-up and Testing

9.3.1 Shop Testing

This includes complete testing and operation of all
assembled power plant systems and physical dimen-
sional matching of all parts and components at the
manufacturers' plants prior to shipment to the site.

9.3.2 Field Start-up and Testing

This includes labor, materials, equipment and per-
sonnel transportation cost for the initial testing,
start-up and regulating of the power plant. Accept-
ance tests to verify the performance of components
and the completed power plant in accordance with
specifications will be performed.

The cost of preparing operating manuals, test pro-
cedures and maintenance manuals is included in the
design engineering cost.

9.h Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes contractor field supervision and office per-
sonnel, transportation to and from the job site, general
expenses, field tests and surveys and contractor's fee.
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9.5 Construction Plant

It is assumed that a construction office, office furniture
and equipment, temporary construction facilities, equip-
ment and utilities will be available from existing facili-
ties at McMurdo Sound Station.

9.6 Camp Expenses

This includes messing and billeting of contractor's and
manufacturers' personnel, which will be furnished by the
Navy at a cost of $2.25 per day per man. Messing and
billeting of Navy Construction Battalion personnel will be
furnished by the Navy; the cost of these services is in-
cluded in the direct labor cost rate of $7,500 per year
per man.

927 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance (except for nuclear
indemnity), the cost of performance bond, and job financing
charges.

10.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all escalation of 6% on labor
and materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and con-
struction materials will be purchased by the end of the
second year after the initiation of the project in 1960,
this means that the average yearly escalation is about
3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from
the Engineering News-Record of September 17, 1959, Cost
Indexes for Public Utilities.

11.0 Design Engineering

Design engineering costs included herein are for necessary
modifications to the PM-1 nuclear power plant to meet the
power requirements for McMurdo Sound and for site adaptation.
Also included is the cost of preparing operating manuals,
test procedures, and maintenance manuals.

Administration of the construction contract, purchase of
equipment, and site investigation are not included.
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12.0 Contingency

The contingency is based on 25% of labor and field costs,
indirect costs, an average of 11% of permanent equipment
and material costs, and approximately 15% of other line
items.
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C. Estimate of Project Cost

SUNYARY

5 We NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor *
and Field

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
6.0
7.0
8.0

Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Reactor Plant
Turbine-Generator Plant
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
Transmission Plant
Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

10.0 Escalation through 1963

Total Including Escalation

213,000
159,000
80,000
36,000
10,000
10,000

3,000

235, 000
3,658,000
1,326,000

424,000
73,000

7,000
3,000

$5u1,000 $5,726,000

1, L60, 000

$796,000 $7,1b6,000

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

12.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

448,000
3,817,000
1,h06, 000

460,000
83,000
17,000
_6,000

$ 6,237,000

1,745,000

$ 7,982,000

478, 000

$ 8,x60,ooo

1400, 000

$ 8,860,000

1, 210, 000

$10,100,000

* Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and payroll
taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction equipment.
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 We NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads and Parking Areas $ 1,000 $ 1,000 $ 2,000

.2
.2.1
.2.2
.2.3
.2.4
.2.5

General Yard Improvements
Site Grading
Water Supply
Sanitary Sewage Disposal
Outdoor Lighting
Area Fencing

Sub-Total

.3 Turbine Building

.3.1 Substructure

.3.2 Superstructure
.3.3 Heating and Ventilation
.3.4 Plumbing
.3.5 Building Electrical
.3.6 Painting

Sub-Total

.4 Reactor Building

.4.1 Substructure

.4.2 Superstructure

.4.3 Secondary Shielding
Sub- Total

Total Structures and Improvements

$ 15,000
1,000
1,000
7,000
1,000

$ 25,000

$ 26,000
43,000
12,000
3,000
9,000
3,000

$ 96,000

$ 5,000
30,000
56 000

$213,000

$ 2,000
1,000
1,000
2,000
1,000

$ 7,000

$ 24,000
49,000
30,000
4,000
7,000
1,000

U59,000

$ 3,000
47,000
62,000

$ 112,000

$ 235,000

$ 17,000
2,000
2,000
9,000
2,000

$ 32,000

$ 50,000
92,000
42,000
7,000

16,000
4,000

S211,000

$ 8,000
77,000

118,000
$ 203,000

448,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 MWe NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Labor
and Field

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

Reactor Plant
Reactor Package
Steam Generator Package
Radioactive Waste Disposal Package
Control Package
Decontamination Package
Heat Transfer Apparatus Package
Fuel Shipping and Storage Cask

Total Reactor Plant

Turbine-Generator Plant
Turbine-Generator Package
Condenser Package

Total Turbine-Generator Plant

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
.1 Switchgear Package
.2 Main Switchgear

Total Accessory Electrical
Equipment

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

$ 45,000
39,000
17,000
159,000
7,000

30,000
69000

$l,582,000
958,000
67,000

648,000
48,000

324,000
31,000

$159,000 $3,658,000

$ 32,000
48,000

$ 828,000
498,000

$ 80,000 $1,326,000

$ 21,000
12,000

$ 396,000
28,000

$ 36,000 $ 424,000

$ 10,000 $ 73,000

$1,627,000
997,000
84,000

663,000
55,000

354,000
37,000

$3,817,000

$ 860,000
516,o000

$1, 406,000

$ 420,000
40,000

$ 460,000

$ 83,000

7.0 Transmission Plant

8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

$ 10,000 $ 7,000 $ 17,000

$ 3,000

$11,000 $5,726,000

$ 6,000

$6, 237,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 NMe NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Labor
and Field

CostsDescription

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

9.0 Indirect Cost

General Field Expense

Export Packing and Ocean Freight
Export Packing
ucean Freight
Icebreaker Cost

Sub-Total

Start-up and Testing
Shop Testing
Field Start-up and Testing

Sub-Total

Contractor's Field Overhead

Construction Plant

Camp Expenses

Insurance, Bond, and Financing

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

$119,000 $ 96,000

8

60 000
$ 0, 000

$106,000

$285,000

$796,000

$ 115,000
319,000
242,000

$676,000

$ 240,000
20.000

$ 26,000

$ 247,000

$ - -m

$ 10,J00

$ 171,000

$1,460,000

$7,186,000

$ 215,000

$ 115,000
319,000
242,000

F 676,00

$ 240,000
80,000

320,000

$ 353,000

$ -1-

$ 10,000

$ 171,000

$1,745,000

$7, 982,000
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule on page 1i3 for the 5 mwe nuclear power plant
has been prepared to serve as a basis for the estimate of cost.
The schedule indicates that design and construction activities
span a period of 29 months. Starting engineering in November,
1960 will permit completion and operation of the nuclear power
plant by the end of March, 1963.

Due to the limited construction season at McMurdo Sound, the sched-
ule has been based on performing work at the site in two increments
of approximately 2 months' duration each year. In addition the
following factors were considered in preparing the schedule and
form a further basis for it:

1. Performance of construction work by U. S. Navy
Construction Battalion personnel under the dir-
ection of a contractor selected to be responsible
for construction of the plant. Billeting and
messing facilities will be furnished by the Navy
from existing facilities at McMurdo Sound (Ref. 7 ).

2. A period of 3 months has been allowed for the
mobilization and briefing of construction person-
nel. In addition supervisory and key construction
personnel should spend approximately one month in
the nuclear subcontractor's plant during the period
when the nuclear plant "packages" are being assem-
bled and tested prior to shipment in order that
they may become familiar with the equipment and
techniques and problems in assembly.

3. The construction schedule is based on a 6-day
work week, two 10-hour shifts per day.

h. It has been assumed that construction materials
required the first season will be ordered suffi-
ciently in advance to load the supply ship for
sailing so it may reach McMurdo Sound not later
than December 15, 1961. Shipment of the reactor
packages the following year will be such as to
assure arrival at McMurdo Sound not later than
December 15, 1962.

5. The schedule is based on maximum utilization of
prefabricated and preassembled units, including
mechanical, nuclear and electrical equipment
and piping.
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6. It has been assumed that the Navy construction
equipment presently at the site will be avail-
able for use in constructing the power plant
(Ref. 7 ).

7. The engineering phase of the project is predi-
cated on adapting the available design of the
PM-1 packaged nuclear power plant to the site
at McMurdo Sound.
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Costs

Unit power costs have been based on a plant operating factor
equivalent to 100% of the firm power requirement of 3,000 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent
to 5% of the total project cost0 No interest on the investment
has been included (Ref. 15).

0.05 x $10,100,000 = $505,000

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated comple-
ment of 29 military personnel is shown in Table 5, page 15. Labor
costs are based on an average annual rate of $7,500 for overseas
military personnel including subsistence (Ref. 16). Labor escala-
tion of 2% per year has been included in the estimate for a 20-year
period beginning in 1903. The average annual cost of maintenance
materials and operating supplies has been estimated at 0.8% of
the total project cost. Costs so computed are consistent with
estimates prepared by the reactor manufacturer, The Martin Company,
for a one unit PM-1 reactor power plant adjusted to reflect an
anticipated lower unit operating and maintenance cost for the
three-unit plant at McMurdo Sound. The estimate includes allow-
ances for export packing, shipping cost and prorated icebreaker
cost, and in addition a 20% allowance for average escalation of
materials and supplies over a 20-year period.

The computation and allocation of icebreaker costs and shipping
costs is in accordance with methods indicated in Section V - D,
herein.



TABLE 5

AVERAGE OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No. of
Personnel

Labor

Supervision
Plant Superintendent 1
Nuclear and Radiation Safety Engineer 1

Operation
Shift Supervisor h
Reactor Operator 8
Turbine and Auxiliary Operator h
Relief Operator 1
Laboratory and Health Physics Technician h

Maintenance
Master Mechanic-Foreman 1
Welder-Pipe Fitter 1
Instrument Technician 2
Electrician 2

Sub-Total 29

Escalation

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

Escalation

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

Total Average Annual Operating and Maintenance Cost

Annual
Rate Cost

$7,500 $218,000

63,000

$281,000

$ 81,000

$ 17,000

$101,000

$382,000
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Fuel Costs

Table 6, page h7, summarizes the fuel costs for the three modified
PM-1 plants proposed for McMurdo Sound. Total annual power genera-
tion is based upon 100% of the 3,000 kw firm wer requirement. In-
cluded in the estimate are costs of fuel preparation and fabrica-
tion, fuel burnup, and spent fuel processing, based on information
derived from the reactor designer, The Martin Company, and U. S.
Atomic Energy Commission published cost data. Fuel use charges
and interest on fabrication cost are not included (Ref. 15).
Escalation is not included for the nuclear fuel costs since it is
anticipated that improvements in technology will more than offset
increases in raw material or labor costs.

The core is an approximate right circular cylinder of 23 in. diam
by 30 in. active length. There are approximately 730 fuel elements,
each of which is a hollow cylinder approximately 0.500 in. OD by
0.h16 in. ID. The fuel elements consist of a matrix of highly en-
riched U0 2 dispersed in stainless steel and clad in stainless steel.
Approximately 39 grams of U-235 are contained in each element.
The fuel tubes are arranged on a 0.665 in. triangular pitch. At
appropriate positions within the core are 75 burnable poison ele-
ments which consist of 0.5 in. diam rods of boron stainless steel
alloy clad in stainless steel. The six control elements consist
of "Wye" shaped plated of Eu203 (europium trioxide) dispersed in
stainless steel.

During each refueling period the entire core, including the fuel,
burnable poison and control elements, will be discharged to the
fuel shipping and storage cask and replaced with a new core. The
complete refueling operation, including the time for reactor shut-
down, removal of the reactor vessel head, removal of the spent
elements, installation of the new elements, replacement of the
reactor vessel head and start-up of the reactor is estimated to
require three to four days, operating on an around-the-clock basis.
Based on the operation of three reactors to produce the firm power
requirement of 3,000 kw (0.65 plant operating factor per reactor),
and the design core lifetime of 18.7 mw years, each reactor will
require refueling approximately once every three years. For the
three-reactor plant, one new core will be required per year.
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TABLE 6

SUMMARY OF NUCLEAR FUEL COSTS - (PM-1)

General Data

Number of reactors 3
Gross capability, kw (per reactor) 1,760
Net capability, kw (per reactor) 1,535
Firm power requirement, kw 3,000
Plant operating factor (based on firm

power requirement) 0.65
Reactor thermal rating at 1,535 kw (net), mwt 9.35
Initial core loading, kg U-235 28.6
Final core loading, kg U-235 19.6
Per cent burnup 31.8
Annual throughput at 0.65 plant operating factor

per reactor, kg U-235 9.3
Estimated life of the core, mwt-years 18.7
Cost of fabrication of first core $243,000

(including cost of UF 6 to U0 2 conversion
and control rods)

Cost Analysis
Cost Per Cost Per Year

Description Initial kg U-235 Per Reactor

Fuel Preparation and Fabrication

Fabrication and Assembly (1) (2) $ 8,500 $ 79,000
Material Losses (3) 300 3,000

$ 8,800 $ 82,000

Fuel Burnup

U-235 Burnup (h) $ 5,100 $ 50,000
($17,000/kg x 0.318)
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TABLE 6 (Cont'd)

Cost Per
Initial kg U-235

Cost Per Year
Per Reactor

Spent Fuel Processing

Transportation

Reprocessing 6)

Sub-Total

TOTAL FUEL COST
per reactor

TOTAL FUEL COST
for plant

Fuel ( ) $ 750
6,850

$ 7,600

$22,000

$ 7,000
64,000

$ 71,000

$203,000

$609, 000/yr

(1) Based on cost data from Ref. 12.

(2) Includes UF6 to U02 conversion and prorated portion of control
rods cost.

(3) Includes 2% irrecoverable loss in UF6 to U02 conversion and fab-
rication of fuel elements.

(!t) Based on U. S. AEC enriched UF6 price schedule.

(5) Includes cost of shipment by commercial carrier within the United
States, and cost of Military Sea Transport Service between United
States and plant site and icebreaker cost. Cost of shipping cask
is included in the plant capital costs under Fuel Handling and
Storage Facilities.

(6) Assumes reprocessing cost at $10 per gram of contained U-235.
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Average Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based on the production of 26,300,000 kwhr
per year.

Fixed Charges
Operating and Maintenance
Nuclear Fuel

Total

Average
Annual Cost

$ 505,000
382,000
609,000

$1,496,000

Mills
Per kwhr

19.2
l4.5
23.1

56.8
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the
proposed 5 mwe nuclear power plant.

Drawing No. Title

1103-C Plot Plan

1102-G General Arrangement - Plans

1103-G General Arrangement - Elevations

1101-M Primary System Layout

1102-M Reactor Pressure Vessel and Core

1103-M Reactor Core Configuration

1101-P Heat Balance

1102-P Reactor Plant P & ID

1103-P Generating Plant P & ID

1102-E One Line Diagram
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Pressure vessel 2.1875 inches

Second thermal shield 0.3375 inches

First thermal shield 0.3375 inches
Shroud

0000 O/ 1.600 inches
Control rod channels 00000000 00000000

0 00000 000000 0.3375 inches
00 0000 000000

Control rod guides- 000 00 00000000 0.250 inches
000000 000 000 00000000.20ice

0 0000 00 00 00 0000.00
000 0 0000000000 0

00 0000 0000000000 000

000 0000000 000 0000 0
000000000 0000 000000 0000 000 00.0 00000 0000

cC% 00000000 000000 0000000000 000 000 0 000 000 000
0-00000 0000 0 00000 00000

0000000 0000 000 000 000000

00000 000000 000 000000000
0000 0 0000 0 00 00 00000

0 uleeet 000 00000 000 00 000 0~000
OO 00 0* 0 000 000 000

SLumped poison rod 0 0000 0000 000 00
000 00000 0 000 000 000000 000

O Stainless steel tube 00000 000 000 0000 000
000 00 000 000 0000

0000 0000 00 000
000000 00 0000 00® Stainless steel rod 00 0 0000

* Instrumented tubes 0 00000 0 000000
00000 00000

000 000

Diameter
Mean Diameters (inches)

Equivalent core diameter 22.48 Number of fuel elementE 727
Outer edge of outer fuel element 22.80
Shroud ID 23.100 Number of lumped poison rods 75
Shroud OD 23.600
First thermal shield ID 24.275 Fuel element spacing
First thermal shield OD 27.475 (except across split line) 0.665 inches
Second thermal shield ID 28.150
Second thermal shield OD 34.950
Pressure vessel ID 35.625
Pressure vessel OD 40.000

tive core height 30.000
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SECTION V

PROPOSED CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

A. General Description

The proposed. conventional power plant will consist of six diesel engine
generator units, each rated at 800 kw, 3-phase, 60 cycle, L ,160 volts.
The diesel engines will be turbo-charged, air started units, each pro-
vided. with an ebullient cooling system operating at 15 psig pressure.
A portion of the steam from these systems will be utilized to heat
lube oil in the stand-by engines. Two air cooled condensers, located
outside the building, will be provided.

The power plant building will be located on the northeast side of the
base and centrally located between the existing power generating fa-
cilities. The building will be 55 ft wide by 98 ft long and 35 ft high
at the ridge. The main bay, 32 ft wide, will house the diesel gene-
rator units. An 18 ft wide bay two stories in height will house aux-
iliary and electrical equipment and office, shop, and storage space.
An engine intake air plenum on the east side of the building will pro-
vide space for filters and preheating of combustion air.

The power plant building and the diesel generators will be supported
above grade on timber piles drilled and. frozen into the underlying
permafrost.

Arctic grade diesel fuel oil will be used. The fuel storage and dis-
tribution system will include nine new 5,180 bbl storage tanks and
two existing storage tanks with capacities of 6,000 bbl and 2,100 bbl,
providing a 15-month supply of fuel oil; and a fuel oil distribution
line to the power plant. The new tanks will be located. approximately
1,000 ft north of the plant and. at sufficient elevation to allow sup-
ply by gravity. Fuel oil will be pumped. to storage from tankers through
flexible hose laid. across the sea ice and land to the tanks.

Fire protection equipment will consist of portable chemical extin-
guishers.

Potable water and make-up water for the engine cooling systems will
be supplied from existing station facilities.

Site preparation will consist of grading required for drainage.
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B. Basis of Estimate

1.0 Land and Land Rights

Land and property acquisition are not included in this estimate.

2.0 Structures and Improvements

2.1 Access Roads and Parking Area

A minimum of access roads, work area and parking area will
be provided, requiring approximately 900 sq yd of rough
blading.

2.2 General Yard. Improvements

2.2.1 Site Grading

Site preparation will require approximately 1,100 sq yd
of grading for adequate drainage. Approximately 3,000
cu yd of excavation and 3,000 cu yd of fill will be
required for the fuel oil storage tanc foundations.

2.2.2 Water Supply

Power plant and domestic water requirements of ap-
proximately 150 gallons per day will be supplied from
station snow melting facilities. Water will be de-
livered by truck and stored in a 500 gal storage tank
in the building.

2.2.3 Sanitary Sewage Disposal

Sanitary waste will be collected in containers and
disposed of by methods conforming to existing station
procedures.

2.2.4 Outdoor Lighting

Outdoor lighting will be provided at the diesel gene-
rator building, the condenser area and at building
entrances.

2.3 Diesel Generator Building

2.3.1 Substructure

Since there is no aggregate available in the area,
and the low average temperatures prevail during the
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construction season, concrete or gravel was not con-
sidered. as a practical construction material for this
site. Buildings and equipment must then be supported.
directly on timber or steel sills, or skids on grades,
or on piles extending into the permafrost.

For the purpose of this design, it has been assumed
that the existing soil, if allowed to thaw due to the
addition of a large heat source such as the power
plant, would not provide adequate support for the
loads involved. The proposed foundation will consist
of timber piles extending into and supported by the
permafrost. The piles will be installed in holes
drilled into the permafrost with a truck mounted. auger
with steam jetting as required. The piles will then
be permanently frozen in place by backfilling the an-
nular space around the pile with a soil-water slurry.
It has been assumed that adequate bearing capacity
will be achieved with pile depths of five to eight
feet. A clear space of 18 inches will be maintained,
under the building for through ventilation to pre-
serve the subgrade in its frozen state.

A steel floor framing system will support the build-
ing superstructure and distribute loads to the foun-
dation piling.

2.3.2 Superstructure

The structure will consist of prefabricated rigid
steel framing utilizing high strength bolts for field
assembly. The building will be 55 ft by 98 ft and
35 ft high at the ridge of the sloping roof.

The exterior walls and roof will consist of heavily
insulated prefabricated metal panels. The panel con-
sists of an inner metal sheet, three inches of fiber-
glas insulation and a rigid fluted exterior metal
sheet. The inner sheet serves as a vapor barrier and
will be provided with an interlocking joint to be
caulked prior to erecting the panels. The panel will
have a heat transmission factor of 0.08 Btu/hr/sf/oF
and will be designed to eliminate all through metal
conductance between the inner and outer sheet.

Floors will consist of wood tongue and groove decking
on steel floor beams. All lumber used for decking
will receive a fire retardant treatment prior to
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shipment to the site. Floors will be covered with a
suitable abrasive and fire resistant non-slip floor
covering. Insulation will be provided under the
building floor to prevent excess heat losses and thaw-
ing of the subgrade.

Two personnel entries will be provided, one with dou-
ble doors. A 9 ft by 12 ft truck door will be pro-
vided. at the end of the diesel generator bay. In-
terior partitions will be of prefabricated metal con-
struction.

2.3.3 Heating and Ventilation

A heating and ventilating unit will be provided, to
handle 40,000 cfm of heated, tempered and blended
air. A room thermostat will control outside and re-
turn air to the heating and ventilating unit mixing
dampers to maintain room temperature at 65o F. Sup-
ply and return air duct systems will be provided..
The outside air taken in through the heating and.
ventilating unit will leave the building through a
relief damper in the return air duct system. Steam
from the engine jacket cooling system will be used
for heating.

2.3.1 Plumbing

Toilet facilities and locker room will be provided.

2.3.5 Building Electrical

Controls, lighting, building grounding and power for
building services, the structures supporting the
cable trays and electrical, equipment associated with
generator main and neutral circuits will be provided..

2.3.6 Station Crane

A 30 ft span, 15-ton bridge crane will be provided
for diesel generator servicing and replacement.

2.3.7 Miscellaneous Cranes and Hoists

A one-ton hoist, light duty type, will be provided
for miscellaneous service.

2.3.8 Painting

All interior wood and steel surfaces and all exterior
surfaces except metal siding and roofing will be
painted.
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3.0 Fuel Oil Storage and DistributionSystem

3.1 Fuel Oil Storage

The fuel oil storage system will consist of nine 5,b80 bbl
storage tanks and two existing tanks of 6,000 bbl and 2,h00
bbl capacity.

3.2 Fuel Oil Distribution System

The fuel oil distribution system is designed for arctic
grade diesel fuel oil with a pour point of -800 F. Fuel
oil distribution piping will consist of 1,200 if of above
ground piping to the plant. The pipeline will be encased
in corrugated metal pipe under road crossings.

3.3 Fuel Oil Unloading

A parallel fuel oil unloading system to supplement existing
fuel oil unloading facilities will be provided to permit
the unloading and pumping to storage of bulk fuel oil from
tankers moored at the edge of the ice shelf, five miles
from the storage tank area. The system will include five
miles of 4 in. ID flexible discharge hose in 50 ft lengths;
a 10,000 gal neoprene surge tank; and a skid mounted gas-
oline engine driven booster pump, rated at 168 gpm at
200 psi.

4.0 Diesel Generator Plant

4.1 Diesel Generators and Accessories

The plant will include six diesel electric generators, each
rated at 800 kw. The diesel engines will be rated at 1,150
hp at 720 rpm. The engines will be V-type, four cycle,
solid fuel injection, full pressure lubricated, with forced

lubrication to the cylinders. Accessories for each will
include an exhaust gas turbo-charger, exhaust silencer and
heat exchanger, lube oil strainer pump, lube oil cooler,
lube oil service tank, auxiliary lube oil pump, fuel oil
strainer, filter and booster pump, gauge board, manual con-
trol valves and water-cooled exhaust manifold. Each engine
will be furnished with isolation mounts and an integral
steel base.

The generators will he 1,000 kva, h-wire, 0.80 power factor,
3-phase, 60 cycle, 4.16 kv, 720 rpm, with 125 v d-c V-belt
connected exciters, rated for operation at sea level. The
quality of the generated power will be consistent with the
system requirements.
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h.2 Air Filtering System

The diesel engines will draw combustion air from a common
plenum through impingement type air filters, Fixed wall in-
take louvers will be provided in the outside wall of the
plenum. Moderate preheating of the combustion air will be
accomplished by directing the incoming air through a heat-
ing chamber surrounding the engine exhaust stacks.

4.3 Cooling System

Each diesel engine will have an ebullient jacket cooling
system with a combination steam separator and make-up water
tank. Steam from the six units will be piped to two air
cooled condenser units located outside the east side of the
building. The condensate will return by gravity to a con-
densate tank inside the plant building. Each engine will
have a condensate pump actuated by a level controller on
the steam separator, which will draw make-up water from the
condensate tank.

A closed cooling system will be provided to supply cooling

water to the aftercooler, lube oil cooler, and turbo-charger
of each diesel engine. The system will include a separate
cooling coil in each air cooled condenser unit, an operating
and a stand-by circulating pump, and an expansion tank with
level controlled make-up.

Make-up water will be drawn from the raw water storage tank
and pumped through a filter and zeolite softening unit to
a 450 gal treated water storage tank. Make-up will be con-
trolled by a float valve in the treated water tank.

4.4 Diesel Generator Foundations

Each diesel generator unit will be furnished with isolation

mounts and an integral steel base suitable for mounting on
the timber pile foundation. Diesel generator foundations
will be separated from the building structure to prevent
the transmission of vibration.

4.5 Diesel Engine Lubrication System

Each diesel engine will be supplied with a lubricating oil
strainer, cooler, service tank, pump and auxiliary pump.

A central lubricating oil clean-up and neutralizing system
will include a dirty oil tank, two centrifuges and pumps,
and. a clean oil tank. Lubricating oil for the stand-by units
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will be kept warm by a central lube oil heater system con-
sisting of a heater and two circulating pumps, one stand-
by, and strainers.

4.6 Instruments

A gauge board will be provided for each diesel engine unit.
In addition to unit gauge boards, instruments will be pro-
vided for integrated plant operation of the diesel units.

4.7 Plant Piping

Piping for the plant will include the following systems:

Lube oil

Fuel oil

Jacket cooling water

Lube oil, turbo-charger and after cooler cooling water

Domestic water

Start-up air

Utility air

Water treatment

4.8 Starting Air System Equipment

Two 5 hp starting air compressors, each with a 50 cu ft air
receiver, will be provided.

4.9 Auxiliaries Foundations

All equipment other than diesel generator units will be
either bolted to the wood deck or through the wood deck to
the steel floor beams.

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment

5.1 Main Switching, Control and Protective Equipment

The main switchgear will include 5 kv indoor, metal clad,
75 mva interrupting capacity for 4.16 kv service air circuit
breakers; two buses with a tie circuit breaker; and controls,
relaying and metering for the generators and exciters, auxi-
liary transformers and outgoing feeders. A screened safety
enclosure housing individual grounding resistors for each
of the generators will be provided.
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This equipment will include one auxiliary start-up diesel
engine generator, 100 kw, 0.80 power factor, 3-phase, 60
cycle, 480 v, 1,800 rpm, and cable and auxiliary equipment
associated with the power generating facilities.

5.3 Auxiliary Switching, Controf and Protective Equipment

This equipment will include two 225 kva, 480 v, indoor,
metal clad, unit substations with air circuit breakers and.
transformers; three motor control centers, hh0 v, 3-phase,
60 cycles; one 125 v d-c motor control center; and the sta-
tion battery and battery charger.

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment

6.1 Fire Extinguishing Equipment

Portable chemical extinguishers will be provided.

6.2 Fire Alarm System

The fire alarm system will consist of appropriately located.
signal stations actuating electrically operated sound equip-
ment.

6.3 Plant Air Equipment

Utility air will be provided by a 30 scfm, 100 psig, tank
mounted compressor.

6.h Shop Equipment

A repair room for fuel injectors and fuel injector pumps will
be provided complete with injector test stand. Shop equipment
will include a bench grinder, drill press, welding machine and
hand tools. Storage space in the shop area will be provided
fc miscellaneous spare parts.

6.5 Office Furniture and Equipment

Furniture and equipment for the office will be provided..

7.0 Transmission Plant

A wood take-off structure will be provided for the transmission
line adjacent to the existing power distribution centers.
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8.0 Communication System

Telephone facilities will be provided.

9.0 Indirect Cost

9.1 General Field Expense

General field expense includes the cost of Navy Construc-

tion Battalion craft supervision and service personnel,
warehousing, warehouse equipment, small tools, consumable

supplies, and maintenance of facilities and utilities. The
cost of Navy Construction Battalion personnel is based on
an annual rate of $7,500 per man (Ref. 7 ).

9.2 Export Packing and Ocean Freight

9.2.1 Export Packing

Export packing for power plant equipment and for con-
struction materials is based on packing and crating
sufficient for severe shipping conditions in Antarc-

tic waters and over-the-ice transportation.

9.2.2 Ocean Freight

Ocean freight includes domestic freight forwarding
charges, port handling and wharfage charges, and
ocean freight. The cost of ocean freight is based
on an estimated weight of power plant materials and
equipment, and construction equipment, of 2,000 short
tons, a stowage factor of 1.5, and an estimated unit
shipping cost of $$100/mt (see Appendix A).

Marine insurance is not included, based on shipment
in U. S. Government owned vessels.

9.2.3 Icebreaker Cost

Icebreaker cost is based on an estimated weight of
2,000 short tons of power plant materials and equip-
ment and construction equipment, a stowage factor of
1.5, and an estimated unit. icebreaker cost of ;76/mt
(see Appendix B).

9.3 Start-up and Testing

This includes complete testing and operation of all power

plant components and physical dimensional ma tching of all
parts and components at the manufacturers' plants prior to
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shipment to the site. Also included is all labor, materials,
equipment and personnel transportation cost for the initial
testing, start-up and adjusting of the power plant, and the
initial training of operating crews. Acceptance tests to
verify the performance of components and the completed power
plant in accordance with specifications will be performed.

The cost of preparing operating manuals, test procedures
and maintenance manuals is included in the design engi-
neering cost.

9.4 Contractor's Field Overhead

This includes contractor field supervision and office per-
sonnel, transportation to and from the job site, general
expenses, field tests and surveys and contractor's fee.

9.5 Construction Plant

It is assumed that a construction office, office furniture
and equipment, temporary construction facilities, equipment
and utilities will be available from existing facilities at
McMurdo Sound Station.

9.6 Camp Expenses

This includes messing and billeting of contractor's and manu-
facturers' personnel, which will be furnished by the Navy at
a cost of $2.25 per day per man. Messing and billeting of
Navy Construction Battalion personnel will be furnished by
the Navy; the cost of these services is included in the di-
rect labor cost rate of V7,500 per year per man.

9.7 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

These include public liability insurance, the cost of per-
formance bond, and job financing charges.

10.0 Escalation

Escalation is based on an over-all increase of 6% on labor and
materials. Since the bulk of the equipment and construction
materials will be purchased by the end of the second year after
the initiation of the project in 1960, this means that the
average yearly escalation is about 3% per year.

Data used in computing escalation costs was obtained from the
Engineering News-Record of September 17, 1959, Cost Indexes for
Public Utilities.
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11.0 Design Engineering

The design engineering costs include the architect-engineering
services required for completion of the construction drawings and
specifications and the cost of preparation of operating manuals,
test procedures, and maintenance manuals.

Administration of the construction contract, purchase of equip-
ment, and site investigation are not included.

12.0 Contingency

The contingency is based on 25% of labor and field costs, indirect
costs, 10% of permanent equipment and material costs, and approxi-
mately 12% of other line items.
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C. Estimate of Project Cost

SUMMARY

5 MWe CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

Labor *
and Field.

Description Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0 Land and Land Rights
2.0 Structures and Improvements
3.0 Fuel Oil Storage and Distribu-

tion System
h.0 Diesel Generator Plant
5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
7.0 Transmission Plant
8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

155,000

63,000
89000
3,000
2,000

$ - - $3-0-

163,000 318, or0

322,000
645,000
313,000
24,000
2,000
2,000

$489,000 $1,471,000

1,-0132000

$754,o00 $2,484,000

10.0 Escalation

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Estimated Cost
Excluding Contingency

485,000
710, 000
376,000
32,000
5,000
4,000

I1,960, 000

1,278,000

S3, 238,000

192 ,000

3,430,000

180,000

$3,610,000

12.0 Contingency 490,00

Total Estimated Project Cost "4,100,000

* Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe benefits and
payroll taxes, temporary construction materials, and construction
equipment.
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 MWe CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT

Description

1.0 Land and Land Rights

2.0 Structures and Improvements

.1 Access Roads and Parking Area

.2 Gereral Yard Improvements

Labor
and Field

Costs

$ 1,000 $

Permanent
Materials and.

Equipment

1,000 $ 2,000

Site Grading
Water Supply
Sanitary Sewage Disposal
Outdoor Lighting

Sub-Total

.3 Diesel Generator Building

Substructure
Superstructure
Heating and Ventilation
Plumbing
Building Electrical
Station Crane
Miscellaneous Cranes and Hoists
Painting

Sub-Total

$ 13,000
1,000
1,000
3,000

$ 18,000

$ 28,000
65,000
17,000
3,000

12,000
3,000
1,000
7,000

$ 136,000

$ 2,000
1,000
1,000

2, 000

$

$ 15,000
2,000
2,000
5,000

6,000 $ 24,000

$ 27,000
70,000
40,000
4,000
8,000
5.,000
1,000
1,000

$ X56,000

$ 55,000
l35,000
57,000
7,000

20,000
8,000
2,000
8,000

$ 292,000

Total Structures and Improvements

3.0 Fuel Oil Storage and Distribution

$ 155,000 $ 163,000 $ 318,000

System

Fuel Oil Storage
Fuel Oil Distribution
Fuel Oil Unloading

Total Fuel Oil

4.0 Diesel Generator Plant

Diesel Generators and Accessories
Air Filtering System
Cooling System
Diesel Generator Foundations
Diesel Engine Lubrication System
Instruments
Plant Piping
Starting-Air System Equipment
Auxiliaries Foundations

Total Diesel Generator Plant

$ 144,000
11,000

8,000

$ 163,000

$ 4S,000

4,000
8,000
3,000
4,000
5,000
23,000
1,000
2,000

$ 95,000

$ 117,000
10,000
195,000

$ 322,000

$ 564,000
8,000

25,000
1,000

10,000
8,000

24,000
3,000
2,000

$ 645,000

$ 261,000
21,000

203,000

$ 485,000

$ 609,000
12,000
33,000
4,000

14,000
1.3,000
47,000
4,000
4,000

$ 740,000
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ESTIMATE OF CONSTRUCTION COST

5 MWe CONVENTIONAL POWER PLANT
(Cont'd)

Description

5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
.1 Main Switching, Control and Pro-

tective Equipment
.2 Auxiliary Electrical Equipment
.3 Auxiliary Switching, Control

and Protective Equipment

Total Accessory Electrical
Equipment

6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant Equipment
.1 Fire Extinguishing Equipment
.2 Fire Alarm System
.3 Plant Air Equipment
.4 Shop Equipment
.5 Office Furniture and Equipment

Total Miscellaneous Power
Plant Equipment

7.0 Transmission Plant

8.0 Communication System

Total Direct Construction Cost

9.0

.1

.2

.2.1

.2.2

.2.3

Indirect Cost

General Field Expense

Export Packing and Ocean Freight
Export Packing
Ocean Freight
Ice Breaker

Sub-Total

.3 Start-up and Testing

.4 Contractor's Field Overhead

.5 construction Plant

.6 Camp Expenses

.7 Insurance, Bond, and Financing

Total Indirect Cost

TOTAL CONSTRUCTION COST

Labor
and Field

Costs

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

$ 12,000 $ 153,000
21,000 48,000

30,000 112, 000

$ 63,000 $ 313,000

$ 1,000 $ 5,000
3,000 3,000
1,000 5,000
2,000 8,000
1,000 3,000

$ 8,000 $ 24,000

Total

$ 165,000
69,000

142,000

$ 376,000

$ 6,000
6,000
6,000

10,000
4,000

$ 32,000

$ 3,000 $ 2,000 $ 5,000

$ 2,000

) 489,000

$ 111,000

$ 2,000

$1, 471,000

$ 4,000

;1, 960,000

$ 72,000 $ 183,000

$ 95,000
336,000
255,000

$ 6b6,o000

$ 40,000

$ 114,000

$ 265,000

4 754,000

$

$ 95,000
336,000
255,000

$ 686, ooo

7,000 $ 47,000

$ 156,000

$ -n -n

$ 12,000

$ 80,000

1, 013,000

$2,484, 000

$ 270,000

$ 12,000

$ 80,000

$1, 278,000

$3,238,000
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D. Project Schedule

The project schedule on page 66 for the 5 mwe conventional power
plant has been prepared to serve as a basis for the estimate of
cost. The schedule indicates that design and construction activ-
ities span a period of 27 months. Starting engineering in
December, 1960 will permit completion and operation of the con-
ventional power plant by the end of February, 1963.

Due to the limited construction season at McMurdo Sound, the
scr'edule has been based on performing work at the site in two
increments of approximately 2 months' duration each year. In
addition the following factors were considered in preparing the
schedule and form a further basis for it:

1. Performance of construction work by U. S. Navy
Construction Battalion personnel under the dir-
ection of a contractor selected to be responsible
for construction of the plant. Billeting and
messing facilities will be furnished by the Navy
from existing facilities at McMurdo Sound (Ref. 7 ).

2. A period of 3 months has been allowed for the
mobilization and briefing of the construction
personnel.

3. The construction schedule is based on a 6-day
work week, two 10-hour shifts each day.

4. Construction materials required the first season must
be ordered far enough in advance to permit arrival
of the supply ship at McMurdo Sound by December 15,
1961. Shipment of the diesel generators and re-
maining equipment the following year will be such
as to assure arrival at McMurdo Sound not later
than December 15, 1962.

5. The schedule is based on maximum utilization of
prefabricated and preassembled units, including
mechanical and electrical equipment and piping.

6. It has been assumed that the Navy construction
equipment presently at the site will be avail-
able for use in constructing the power plant (Ref. 7).
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PROJECT SCHEDULE
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E. Estimate of Unit Power Cost

Unit power costs have been based on a plant operating factor equiva-
lent to X00% of the fir_ power requirement of 3,000 kw.

Annual Fixed Charges

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life equivalent to
5% of the total project cost. No interest on the investment has been
included (Ref. 15).

0.05 x $h,100,000 = 205,000

Operating and Maintenance Cost

Operating and maintenance labor cost based on an estimated complement
of eleven military personnel is shown in Table 7, page 68. Labor
costs are based on an average annual rate for overseas military
personnel of $7,500, including subsistence (Ref. 16). Labor escala-
tion of 2% per year has been included in the estimate for a 20-year
period beginning in 1963.

The average annual cost of power plant maintenance materials and opera-
ting supplies has been obtained by estimating such costs, excluding
cost of major overhauls, at a rate of 1.0 mills per kilowatt hour
generated, based on published data of the U. S. Department of Agri-
culture, Rural Electrification Administratior and the State of Wis-
consin Power Commission. The life of the diesel engines prior to
major overhaul has been estimated to be 25,000 hours. Because of
the logistics involved at McMurdo, the Navy has found it more econo-
mical to replace rather than to overhaul the engines (Ref. 18). There-
fore, the estimate of maintenance materials is based on the providing
of four sets of replacement engines during the 20-year plant life.
The estimate also includes allowances for export packing, freight and
shipping cost, and prorated icebreaker cost for the replacement en-
gines, materials and supplies and lube oil and 9 in addition, a 20%
allowance for average escalation of materials and supplies over a 20-
year period.
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TABLE 7

AVERAGE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

No0 of
Labor

Supervision

Plant Superintendent

Operation

Power Plant Operators
Relief Operator
Auxiliary Operator

Maintenance

Master Mechanic
Welder Pipefitter
Electricians

Sub-Total

Personnel Ra

1

Lt
1

1
1
2

11 $7,500

Escalation

Total Operating and Maintenance Labor

Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

Escalation

Total Maintenance Materials and Operating Supplies

TOTAL AVERAGE ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COST

Annual
Cost

$ 83,000

24,000

$107,000

$ 96,000

19,000

$u15,o00

$222,000

68

te



Annual Fuel Cost

The average annual cost of fuel oil has been estimated as follows,
based on an estimated unit cost of $1.10 per gallon for Arctic grade
diesel delivered to fuel storage tanks at McMurdo Sound:

Annual Fuel Consumption

Annual fuel consumption is based on a con-
sumption rate of 0.55 lb/kwhr of Arctic grade
diesel fuel (API 31.5 0 gravity, 7.10 lb/gal)
and an average annual power production of
26,300,000 kwhr. 2,OhO,000 gal/yr

Cost of Fuel Oil

The cost of fuel oil is estimated at $1.10/gal, including escalation
of 20% as an average cost over a 20-year period, and is based on
shipment to McMurdo from Davisville, Rhode Island by means of MSTS
AOG tankers.

Cost of fuel oil fas East Coast (Ref. 19)
Ocean freight (Appendix A)
Icebreaker cost (Appendix B)
Unloading cost at McMurdo (Ref. 21)

Sub-Total

$0.12/gal
0.33/gal
0.37/gal
0.10/gal

$0.92/gal

0.18

1.10ga

Escalation
Total

Annual Fuel Cost

2,040,000 gallons x $1.10/gal = $2,2h11,O00/yr

Unit Power Cost

The unit power cost is based on an annual power production of 100% of
firm power, equivalent to 26,300,000 kwhr per year.

Fixed Charges
Operating and Maintenance Cost
Fuel Cost

Total

Average
Annual Cost

$ 205,000
222,000

2,244,000

$2,671,000

Mills
per kwhr

7.8
8.4

15.5

101.7
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F. Concept Drawings

The following drawings present the conceptual design of the
proposed 5 mwe conventional power plant.

Drawing No. Title

1102-C Plot Plan

1101-G General Arrangement

1101-E One Line Diagram
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SECTION VI

ADDITION OF 1,000 KW FIRM CAPACITY IN 196

A. Proposed Nuclear Power Plant

The requirement for 4,000 kw of firm generating capacity in
1964 may be met either by the addition of a fourth 1,500 kw
(net) PM-1 reactor/turbine-generator unit to the three units
installed for the 1963 power increment, or by increasing the
capacity of each of the units installed in 1963 to 2,000 kw
(net). This latter method would require an approximate 15%
increase above the present reactor design thermal rating of
11.4 mwt, and the installation of larger turbine-generator
units and additional condenser capacity.

Operating data for the PM-1 reactor power plant at Sundance,
Wyoming, presently scheduled for completion in the summer of
1961, may indicate the feasibility of uprating the design
output of the power plant without redesign or modification
of the reactor and steam generator systems. In this event,
additional generating capacity would be available by increasing
the size of the turbine-generator and condensers consistent
with the demonstrated higher thermal capacity of the reactor
and steam generator systems. The additional cost of installing
larger turbine-generators and additional condensers to provide
a net output of 2,000 kw each would be only a fraction of the
cost of installing a fourth 1,500 kw (net) PM-i power plant
complex.

In the absence of actual operating data indicating the fea-
sibility of uprating the generating capacity of the PM-1
reactor power plant without redesign of the reactor and steam
generating components, this study has been based on furnishing
the additional firm capacity required in 196 by the addition
of a fourth 1,500 kw (net) PM-1 reactor power plant.

Additional Facilities Required

The addition of a fourth PM-1 reactor power plant in 1964, would

require installation of the following new power plant equipment,

Primary System

1 - Reactor Package

1 - Steam Generator Package

1 - Reactor Central Package
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Secondary System

1 - Turbine-Generator Package

2 - Condenser Packages

1 - Heat Transfer Apparatus Package

Miscellaneous

1 - Fuel Shipping Cask

1 - Switchgear Package

The radioactive waste treatment and disposal facilities, and
decontamination facilities installed with the initial three-
unit power plant will be adequate to accommodate the require-
ments of the fourth PM-1 power plant unit. Modifications and
additions to other power plant facilities such as main switch-
gear, buildings, heating and ventilating equipment will be
required.

Estimate of Project Cost

The estimate of cost for the installation of a fourth PM-l
reactor power plant in 196, is $3,500,000, as shown in summary
in Table 8, page 74. The estimate is based on initiation of
procurement of equipment and materials for the power plant
addition during the construction phase of the initial 3,000 kw
power plant program, and complete construction and installation
at McMurdo Sound during the December, 1963 - February, 1964,
construction season.

Estimate of Unit Power Cost

Operation of a fourth PM-1 reactor power plant would require
increasing the operating personnel complement by approximately
eight personnel. Nuclear fuel cost would increase in proportion
to the increase in annual power production.

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life, equivalent
to 5% of the combined total project cost. No interest on
investment has been included (Ref.15).

o.o5 x ($10,100,000 + $3,500,000) = $680,000
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The average unit power cost is based on the production of
3S,000,000 kwhr per year (100% of 4,000 kw).

Average Mills
Annual Cost per kwhr

Fixed Charges $ 680,000 19.4

Operating and Maintenance 490,000 ih.0

Nuclear Fuel Cost 810,000 23.1

Total $1,980,000 56.5
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TABLE 8

SUMMARY

ESTIMATE OF PROJECT COST

1.5 Moe NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

Labor*
and Field

Description Casts

Permanent
Materials and

Equipment

1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
5.0
5.0

Land and Land Rights
Structures and Improvements
Reactor Plant
Turbine-Generator Plant
Accessory Electrical Equipment
Miscellaneous Power Plant
Equipment

7.0 Transmission Plant
8.0 Communication System

72,000
54,000
29,000
12,000
5,000

Total Direct Construction $172,000
Cost

9.0 Indirect Cost 105, 000

Total Construction Cost

74,000
1,199,000

442,000
138,000
24,000

$1,877,000

540,000

$277,000 $2,417,000

10.0 Escalation through 1964

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency-

12.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

$ - -

146,000
1,253,000

471,000
150,oo
29,000

$2,049,000

645, 000

$2,694,000

236,000

$2,930,000

100,000

$3,030, 000

$ 70, 000

$3, 500, 000

* Labor and Field Costs include direct labor, fringe
benefits and payroll taxes, temporary construction
materials, and construction equipment.
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B. PropQsed Conventional Power Plant

The requirement for 4,000 kw of firm generating capacity in 1964
may be met by the addition of a seventh 800 kw diesel engine
generating unit. Therefore, 5 units operating at 800 kw each
would provide 4,000 kw of firm power, with another unit
available as a hot spare, and the remaining unit down for
maintenance.

The increase in power requirement to 4,000 kw firm will also
require the installation of three additional 5,480 bbl fuel
oil storage tanks to meet the 15-month fuel oil storage
criterion.

Estimate of Project Cost

The estimate of project cost to increase the firm plant generating
capacity to 4,000 kw in 1964, is $650,000, and is shown in summary
in Table 9, page 77. The estimate includes the addition of one
800 kw diesel generator, one air cooled condenser, an addition
to the diesel generator building, modifications to the switchgear,
and the construction of three new fuel storage tanks.

Installation of the additional facilities could be accomplished
during the December, 1963 - February, 1964, construction season,
based on procurement of the major plant equipment in early 1963.

Estimate of Unit Power Cost

Annual fixed charges are based on a 20-year plant life, equivalent
to 5% of the combined total project cost. No interest on
investment has been included (Ref.15).

0.05 x ($4,100,000 + $650,000) = $238,000

Annual fuel cost is based on the consumption of 2,715,000 gal
of fuel oil per year and a unit fuel cost of $1.10 per gallon.

2,715,000 gal x $1.10 = $2,987,000

Operating and maintenance cost for operation at 4,000 kw is
increased to $246,000 per year, principally due to an increase
in the annual cost of replacement engines and operating and
maintenance supplies.



The average unit power cost is based on the production of
35,000,00f, whr per year (100% of h,000 kw).

Average Mills
Annual Cost per kwhr

Fixed Charges $ 238,000 6.8

Operating and Maintenance 246,000 7.0

Fuel Cost 2,8987,000_85.1

Total 23,h71,000 99.2
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TABLE 9

SUMMARY

ESTIMATE OF PROJECT COST
800 kw CONVENTIONAL P51ER PLANT INCREMENT

Labor*
and Field

Description Costs

1.0 Land and Land Rights
2.0 Structures and Improvements
3.0 Fuel Oil Storage and

Distribution System
4.0 Diesel Generator Plant
5.0 Accessory Electrical Equipment
6.0 Miscellaneous Power Plant

Equipment
7.0 Transmission Plant
8.0 Communication Plant

20,000

51,000
16,000
2,000
1,000

Total Direct Construction Cost $90,000

9.0 Indirect Cost

Total Construction Cost

10.0 Escalation through 1964

Total Including Escalation

11.0 Design Engineering

Total Excluding Contingency

Permanent
Materials and
Equipment Total

18,000 38,000

43,000
107,000
6,000
6, OCO

$180,000

9L , 000
123,000

8,000
7,000

$270,000

55,000 _175,00 230,000

$a5, 000 t355,000

12.0 Contingency

Total Estimated Project Cost

$500,000

0,000

$5ho,000

LS0,000

$580,000

70,000

$650,000

*Labor and Field Costs include direct labor9 fringe
benefits and payroll taxes, temporary construction
materials9 and construction equipment.
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B. Glossary

abs
amp
bbl
Btu
c fm
cot
cu ft
Cu yd
d-c
d iam
OF

f a s

f' ob
ft
gal
g
gph
gpm
Hg
hp
in.
Kg
kv
kva
kw
kwhr
lb
lb/hr
lf
mph
mva

mwd
mwe
mwt
N.B.F.U.
PF
psi
psia
psig
P&ID
POL
pwr
rpm
sefm
sq ft
sq yd
TDH
TT
U
UF6
UNH
U02
v

absolute
ampe re (s)
barrel(s)-h2 U. S. gallons
British thermal unit(s)
cubic foot (feet) per minute
carbon dioxide
cubic foot (feet)
cubic yard(s)
direct current
diameter
degrees Fahrenheit
free alongside ship
free on board
foot (feet)
gallon(s)
gram(s)
gallons per hour
gallons per minute
mercury
horsepower
inch(es)
kilograms)
kilovolt(s)
kilovoltamperes
kilowatt(s)
kilowatt hour(s)
pound (s )
pound(s) per hour
linear foot (feet)
miles per hour
million volt amperes
megawatt(s)
megawatt day(s)
electrical megawatt
thermal megawatt
National Board of Fire Underwriters
performance factor
pounds per square inch
pounds per square inch absolute
pounds per square inch gauge
piping and instrument diagram
Petroleum Oil Lubricants
pressurized water reactor
revolutions per minute
standard cubic feet per minute
square foot (feet)
square yard(s)
total dynamic head
total temperature
uranium
uranium hexafluoride
uranyl nitrate hexahydrate
uranium oxide
volt
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SECTION! VIII

APPENDIX A

OCEAN FREIGHT COST

The cost of ocean frei ht from Davisville, Rhode Island to McMurdo
Sound is based on Da 1) prepared by the U. S. Naval Support Force,
Antarctica (Task Force h3) for Military Sea Transportation Service
Cargo Vessels.

Dry Cargo

Type of ship utilized AKA
Cargo capacity 6,000 measurement tons
Daily ship charge $3,000
Average round trip time 100 days

The unit cost then is:

$3,000/day x 100 days = $50/mt

6,000 mt
The cost of stevedoring, port handling and wharfage charges in the
United States is estimated to be $10.00 per measurement ton. No
further allowance is made for cost of these items at New Zealand or
McMurdo Sound.

The average cost of domestic freight forwarding charges to Davisville,
Rhode Island has been estimated to be $40 per measurement ton.

The estimated total average unit cost for shipment of power plant
equipment and construction materials (dry cargo) to McMurdo Sound is
summarized as follows:

Ocean Freight $50/mt
Port Handling and Wharfage 10/mt
Domestic Freight Forwarding 40/mt

$100/mi

Fuel Oil

Type of ship utilized AOG
Capacity 1,250,000 gal
Daily ship charge $4,100
Average round trip time 100 days

The estimated unit cost of ocean freight for transporting fuel oil
from Davisville, Rhode Island to Mcirdo Sound is estimated as follows:

$4,100/day x 100 days - $0.33/gal
1,250,000 gal

(1) Report: "Economic Study of Nuclear Power vs. Conventional
Power for Antarctica", February, 1960, prepared by the
Department of the Navy.
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APPENDIX B

ICEBREAKER COST

The estimate of icebreaker cost is based on the assumption that one
icebreaker will be required for every two cargo ships which enter
McMurdo Sound. The average in-service period for icebreakers in
Antarctic service is 150 days each year at a daily operating cost
of $6,lOO(l).

Dry Cargo

Based on the use of a 6,000 measurement ton capacity cargo ship, the
unit cost of icebreaker service for dry cargo shipped into McMurdo
Sound is estimate as follows:

$6,100/day x 150 days x O.
6,000 mt

= $76/mt

Based on the use of an NSTS AOG tanker of 1,250,000 gal capacity, the
unit cost of icebreaker service for fuel oil shipped into Mcurdo
Sound is estimated as follows:

$6,100/day x 150 days x 0.K

1,250,000 gal
= $0.37/gal

(1) Report: "Economic Study of Nuclear Power vs. Conventional
Power for Antarctica", February, 1960, prepared by the
Department of the Navy.
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